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Abstract of Thesis
The major part of the thesis is a critical edition of a Beta Israel text known as 
Baqadami gabra igzi'abher, based on four manuscripts. In addition, there is a 
structural and thematic analysis of the text.
My basic thesis is that this text should be viewed not only as a literary work, but as a 
liturgical text, and in relationship to the Beta Israel liturgy, in both oral and written 
aspects. I have argued against the assumption of any * direct* historical causal 
connection between the Beta Israel liturgy and the "mainstream" (rabbinic) Jewish 
liturgical tradition. The development of the Beta Israel liturgy has to be seen within 
the Ethiopian historical context. However, methodology used in "mainstream" Jewish 
liturgical research (in particular the form-critical method) can also be useful in 
analysing and understanding the Beta Israel liturgy.
The dissertation falls into two parts.
Part One comprises three introductory chapters:
Chapter One gives the background to Baqadami gabra igzi'abher: description of the 
manuscripts; critical review of previous research on this work (in particular an article 
by M. Wurmbrand); a general description of the work, its language, structure and 
content; my methodological approach to editing and analysing the work; and 
discusses its liturgical context within the Beta Israel liturgical cycle.
Chapter Two has a general discussion on the relationship between written and oral 
liturgical traditions; earlier and current research on Beta Israel literature and liturgy; 
and suggested directions of future research.
Chapter Three consists of a detailed analysis of the text: subdivision into sections, and 
comments on the contents, styles, themes and formal structures of the sections.
Part Two includes the complete Ge'ez text of the work from one of these manuscripts 
(manuscript A), with footnotes noting textual variations in the other three 
manuscripts; and a translation into English. 2
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Foreword and acknowledgements
The research presented in this dissertation grew out of my informal contacts with the 
Ethiopian Jews who arrived in Israel in 1991 with Operation Solomon. Many of them 
were temporarily settled in the Neve Carmel caravan site, just south of Haifa and very 
close to my home at that time. My own African Studies background (albeit from West 
Africa and not Ethiopia) aroused my curiosity to learn more about these people and 
their culture, and I began to visit the caravans and to make connections, in particular 
with the three Beta Israel priests who were then living there, and their families.
Over the following months, the priests came to trust me and started to bring me 
manuscripts which they had brought from Ethiopia, and which they asked me to 
photocopy and have bound for them. They told me many of their manuscripts had 
been left behind in Ethiopia, or had got lost en route; and that they needed copies for 
their own use, to preserve their tradition. One of the manuscripts they lent me was the 
one that I have used (with permission) as the main manuscript of this dissertation. 
They also invited me to record their prayers; I returned to them copies of those 
recordings. Their major concern was to preserve the religious traditions, written and 
oral, that they had brought with them from Ethiopia, and that they felt were in danger 
of being forgotten and lost following the transplanting of virtually the entire Beta 
Israel community to Israel.
I began to study Amharic and Ge'ez by self-study in order to communicate with the 
priests and to understand the material that they were giving me. I came to realise that 
it was an unusual privilege for me to be entrusted with this material, which they had 
traditionally kept hidden and been reluctant to disclose to those outside their 
community; I was fortunate to have gained their confidence.
Eleven years have passed between my first encounter with the Ethiopian Jews and my 
presentation of this dissertation in August 2003: a significant transitional period both 
for them and for me. My original contacts from the caravans have all moved on and 
acquired their own homes, and they and their families are becoming settled and
integrated into Israeli society; I am still in connection with some of them. I myself 
have also moved on. The years during which I was working on this dissertation were 
difficult ones for me personally, including my husband's illness and death; there were 
times when this research-project was relegated to a back-shelf due to more pressing 
concerns; and times when it became a lifeline for me.
I therefore feel deeply thankful that I am at last able to bring this work to fruition and 
to present it as a PhD dissertation, through the University of London External 
Programme.
I want to express my gratitude to the Ethiopian Jewish community, who welcomed me 
into their homes and shared their lives with me. Their names are too many to list here. 
I would like to mention in particular: Qes (Kahin) Biyadgflliy BaynSsay, from Simen- 
Malaf a, who made this and other texts available to me, including unique texts written 
by himself, and many recorded interviews; Qes Buruk Elyas (Qes Biyadgilliy's son- 
in-law), who was among my earliest contacts at the caravans, and greatly facilitated 
my work; and Avi [' Abiy] Elazar, who willingly helped me as translator, interpreter 
and friend. Also Qes Eli Mentesenout Mamu Wandeh, with whom I have been 
collaborating on the text of the Sabbath liturgy.
My thanks also to the Ben Zvi Institute in Jerusalem and to the Kennedy-Leigh 
Foundation, who supported and provided funding for my research. Many people have 
helped and encouraged me in various ways. Among them, I would like to give special 
thanks to the following: my Adviser at the University of London, Dr David 
Appleyard; Professor Gideon Goldenberg at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; and 
Dr Naomi G. Cohen in Haifa. Also my brother Dr Robert K. Home; and my late 
husband David Hayon, who encouraged me to persevere with this project, but 
unfortunately did not live to see its completion.
Margaret Hayon 
Safed, Israel 
July 2003 
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Note on transcription
I have attempted to keep my transcription system as simple as possible, and to 
minimise the use of diacritics and special symbols.
The seven vowel-orders are represented as follows:
Ist order a
2nd order u
3rd order i
4th order a
5th order e
6th order i
7th order 0
Consonants are represented by the closest English consonant. I have not 
distinguished between ft and 0 , nor between A and uj , nor between U *h 1 .
U h
A l
<h h
ao m
w s
6 r
A s
+ q
n b
■T t
h
■i n
h 'a
h k
(D w
0 ’a
H z
f y
£ d
1 g
m f
ft s'
0 s'
£ f
ft p’
T p
Chapter One
Baqadami gabra igzi'abher: introduction to the text
1.1 Aims of this dissertation
The aims of this work are twofold:
i. To produce a critical edition and translation into English of a Beta Israel 
work written in Ge’ez and known among the Beta Israel as “Baqadami gabra 
‘igzi’abher” (“In the beginning God created”)1. This is based on the four 
manuscripts of this work that have so far come to light (two of which were 
lent to me by a Beta Israel priest, and thus became available for the first time 
for scholarly study.) As the work has not previously been published or 
translated in full, its publication will be a significant contribution to the 
corpus of edited Beta Israel literature.
ii. An analysis of the literary structure and contents of this work, with cross- 
references to other Beta Israel literature and to the orally transmitted Beta 
Israel liturgy.
I have not attempted to locate sources for this text within earlier Judeo- 
Christian literature, or to provide biblical chapter-and-verse source references. It is 
also not my intention within this dissertation to make any comparison between 
Beta Israel literature and prayers, and those of other literary/liturgical traditions. 
Broader theoretical questions, such as the origins of the Beta Israel prayers, their 
historical development, or their relationship to other traditions, are also beyond
1 These are the opening words of the text, from the first chapter of the Biblical Book of Genesis.
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the scope of this dissertation. However, I hope that the material presented here 
will provide a basis for future research in these areas.
1.2 Background and previous research
1.2.1 Faitlovitch’s acquisition of 2 manuscripts
The first two manuscripts of this work to become available for scholarly 
research were acquired by Jacques Faitlovitch2 during his travels in Ethiopia in 1908- 
1909, from Beta Israel monks at the major monastic centre of Hohwara, in the 
Armacheho region.3
According to Faitlovitch, the work was highly revered by the Beta Israel: they 
attributed its authorship to Abba Sabra, a 15th century monk, who is esteemed in 
Beta Israel tradition as the founder of their monastic institution and composer of 
their prayers4.
1.2.2 Previous research: M. Wurmbrand
The only previous detailed discussion of this work is by M. Wurmbrand, in an 
article published in 1954: "Fragments d’anciens ecrits juifs dans la litterature falacha" 
("Journal Asiatique" CCXLII (1954) pages 83-100).
According to Wurmbrand [p.83], “Les Falachas l’attribuent au plus celebre 
de leurs saints personnages, a Abba Sabra, contemporain de Fempereur Zar'a
2 Jacques Faitlovitch (1881-1955) studied oriental languages, including Ge'ez and Amharic, at the 
Ecole des Hautes Etudes in Paris. He was a student of the orientalist Joseph Hatevy, who aroused 
his interest in the Falashas or "Black Jews of Abyssinia.". He made three journeys to Ethiopia 
between 1904 and 1914, during which he travelled extensively among Falasha villages, studying 
their beliefs and customs, and setting up schools. He regarded the Falashas as authentic 
descendants of Jews, and saw it as an obligation to educate them and enable them to be reunited 
with world Jewry. He actively promoted the Falasha cause through travelling and lecturing in 
Europe and America and setting up pro-Falasha committees.
3 Faitlovitch Quer durch Abyssinien, Berlin 1910, page 89. According to tradition, Hohwara was 
founded in the 15* century by Abba Sabra: see Quirin The Evolution o f the Ethiopian Jews p. 66, 
118,189-190
4 Abba Sabra: see Shelemay Music, ritual and Falasha history pp. 79-80; Quirin The Evolution o f 
the Ethiopian Jews pp. 66-67; Kaplan The Beta Israel (Falasha) in Ethiopia p.69.
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Ya’eqob (1434-1468). Une tradition tres repandue parmi eux fait de ce saint 
homme le fondateur de leur institution monastique, bien qu’il y ait des raisons de 
supposer qu’il n’a ete, en realite, que le reformateur de cette institution qui serait 
de fondation plus ancienne.”5
Wurmbrand adds that the book is greatly revered by the Falasha. “Cela 
pourrait expliquer le fait que le Dr Faitlovitch qui, en tant que juif et ami ddvoue 
des Falachas, jouissait de leur enti&re confiance, ait ete le seul voyageur qui ait pu 
acquerir deux manuscrits de ce livre. Aucun autre manuscrit ne semble avoir 
quitte les mains des Falachas, a juger d’apres le manque de toute trace dans les 
catalogues des collections publiques et privees publies jusqu’a present.”6
Wurmbrand divided the work into two parts: the first (shorter) an anthology 
of pious readings; and the second part (most of the book) a collection of prayers. His 
article dealt only with the first part, and in particular with four short passages. He 
stated “Nous esperons revenir dans une autre etude sur la partie liturgique du livre.” 
However, he published nothing more on this aspect of the work (which actually 
comprises most of the text.)
As the title of his article shows, Wurmbrand believed that traces of ancient 
Jewish writings had survived in Falasha literature, and that this work in particular 
preserves fragments of such writings. Much of the article is devoted to speculation on 
the origins of the names of angels in the passages he was examining; and on seeking 
parallels in Biblical, Talmudic and Mishnaic literature.
5 “the work is attributed by the Falasha to Abba Sabra, contemporary of emperor Zar'a Ya'eqob 
(1434 -1468). A very widespread tradition among them refers to him as the founder of their 
monastic institution; although there is reason to suppose that he was in fret only the reformer of 
this institution which had been founded earlier.”
6 “This may explain the fact that Faitlovitch, who as a Jew and devoted friend of the Falashas 
gained their complete confidence, was the only traveller who acquired manuscripts of this work. 
No other manuscript seems to have left Falasha hands: there is no mention of the work in the 
catalogues of public and private collections.”
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1.2.3 W urmbrand’s conclusion
“L’examen auquel nous avons soumis ces quelques fragments du livre 
Baqadami gabra Egzi'abher a d^montre qu’ils cadrent parfaitement avec l’esprit de la 
tradition juive. Rien ne s’oppose done a notre hypoth^se qu’il s’agit de fragments de 
livres juifs, dont Poriginal a disparu. De semblables fragments sont disperses un peu 
partout dans les livres de prieres des Falashas et dans leurs autres Merits. Nous croyons 
que cette literature m£riterait de la part des amateurs d’etudes judaiques plus 
d’attention qu’il ne lui en a ete acordde jusqu’a present. Elle pourrait contribuer a 
enrichir nos connaissances sur l’ancienne literature juive.”7
1.2.4 Comment on W urmbrand’s article
It lies beyond the scope of this dissertation to comment on Wurmbrand’s 
specific findings regarding the connections between Baqadami gabra Egzi’abher 
and “ancient Jewish writings”. However, within the field of Beta Israel studies, 
Wurmbrand’s approach is outdated in the light of more recent scholarship, which 
emphasises the importance of the Ethiopian context8, and also takes a more 
dynamic and evolutionary approach towards Beta Israel religion and literature.
A major turning point in this direction was K. Shelemay’s pioneering work on 
Beta Israel liturgy, published in her book Music, ritual and Falasha history. In
7
“The examination to which we have submitted these fragments of the book Baqadami gabra 
Egzi'abher has demonstrated that they are perfectly in accord with the spirit of Jewish tradition. 
Nothing therefore contradicts our hypothesis that these are fragments of ancient Jewish books, the 
originals of which have disappeared. Similar fragments are scattered throughout Falasha books of 
prayers and their other writings. We believe that this literature merits more attention than it has so 
far received by scholars of Jewish studies. It could contribute to enriching our knowledge of 
ancient Jewish literature.”
Regarding the history of the Beta Israel in Ethiopia, the two most recent and objective historical 
works are Kaplan, S., The Beta Israel (Falasha) in Ethiopia (New York, 1992); and Quirin, J., The 
Evolution o f the Ethiopian Jews: a history o f the Beta Israel (Falasha) to 1920 (University of 
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1992).
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his review article,9 Steven Kaplan writes: [p.64] “The primary contribution of 
Shelemay's book is that it is the first systematic attempt to introduce a historical 
component into the study of Beta Israel religion.” He comments that her work has 
done much to correct the "unrealistically static and ahistorical" approach taken by 
most previous scholars (including Wurmbrand). Basing her work on a multi­
disciplinary approach and a wide variety of sources and perspectives, Shelemay 
concluded that the evidence “persuasively points towards Ethiopian Christian 
monks, probably those of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as sources of the 
beliefs, traditions and rituals that survive among the Beta Israel” [p.215]. This 
conclusion is consistent with the oral testimony of Beta Israel priests, who 
themselves attribute virtually every major aspect of their religious tradition to
thAbba SSbra, a 15 century former Christian monk. She also found little evidence 
for any direct connection between Beta Israel religion and any archaic Jewish 
tradition. Kaplan in general accepts Shelemay’s conclusions favourably.
However, he considers that the time scale suggested by Shelemay as the formative 
period of Beta Israel religious tradition (14th-15th centuries) is probably too 
narrow. He argues that Beta Israel religion continued to develop and evolve over 
several centuries, and was a gradual and long drawn out process.
Shelemay’s work dealt only briefly with the written texts. Kaplan argues that Beta 
Israel literature is in general derived from Ethiopian Christian literature: “... almost 
without exception scholars have concluded that the majority of Beta Israel texts 
neither originated within that community nor reached the Beta Israel directly through 
Jewish channels. Rather the majority of Ethiopian “Jewish” texts reached the Beta
9
Kaplan, S., “'Falasha’ Religion: Ancient Judaism or Evolving Ethiopian Tradition? A Review 
Article”, in The Jewish Quarterly Review, LXXIX, 1 (July 1988), pp. 49-65.
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Israel through the mediation of Ethiopian Christian sources.”10 He refers to three
examples of Beta Israel works to illustrate his argument:
1 Te ’ezaza Sanbat11 [p.60] is “a composite work which draws on a variety of 
sources. The first section... is dependent on an Arabic (Christian?) source. 
The next section is a skillfully edited and censored version of a Christian 
homily on the Sabbath. ...Te ’ezaza Sanbat clearly illustrates the kind of 
misunderstanding which can result from a superficial analysis of Beta Israel 
religious forms. Both in form and content Te ’ezaza Sanbat appears quite 
similar to several ancient Jewish works... Nevertheless, an in-depth 
examination reveals that little if any of this seemingly archaic material is 
likely to have reached the Beta Israel directly from an ancient Jewish 
community.” [emphasis mine]
2 The Testament o f Abraham [p.61] “is undoubtedly a work of great antiquity 
and quite possibly of Jewish origin... However, scholars have long 
recognised ... that the Ge'ez version of the text is based on a Christian-Arabic 
rather than a Greek Vorlage. Since translation from Arabic to Ge'ez began 
only towards the end of the thirteenth century and was primarily the result of 
contact between the Coptic and Ethiopian churches, the presence of this text 
among the Beta Israel is no indication of a direct link between them and 
any ancient Jewish source.” [emphasis mine]
3 Nagar a Muse [p.63]: “The text appears to be of Syriac origin and the Ge'ez 
versions, both Christian and Jewish, are certainly derived from an Arabic
10 ibid, p.60
11 Kaplan, S., “Te’ezaza Sanbat: A Beta Israel Work Reconsidered” in Gilgul, Supplements to 
Numen, Leiden, 1987, pp. 107-124.
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source. Indeed, several manuscripts clearly state that the work was translated
from an Arabic source in the middle o f the eighteenth century/”
*****
Any attempt to look for a connection between Ethiopian Christian/Jewish texts 
and ancient literature has to take into account the historical processes and 
pathways by which these texts were transmitted and arrived in Ethiopia over the 
centuries, most probably through Syriac, Coptic, or Arabic intermediaries, and 
interaction between Judaic/Christian/Moslem traditions.
R. Cowley12 has discussed the question of possible direct use of Jewish 
sources and Hebrew biblical texts in Ethiopian bible commentaries and 
translations in Ge'ez of biblical texts. He indicates a number of possible
1 Tpathways of transmission , through early Church fathers, Greek and Latin 
writers, and later Syriac and Arabic writers, which he subsequently discusses in 
more detail. He points out “the ambiguities of literary comparison uncontrolled by 
historical and wider contextual evidence.”
Cowley draws the following conclusions:14
i. “There are general similarities in methodology between the AC [Andemta 
Commentary] and rabbinic commentaries. These, like similarities of world­
view, background, culture, and religious attitudes, demonstrate that the 
creative thinkers of the traditions had much in common, but they do not 
prove direct contact.
12 Cowley,R., Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation Chapter 3 [pp. 65-93]
13 ibid, p.66
14 ibid, p.70 (emphases mine). Cowley was dealing with Ethiopian Christian literature; however, 
his general conclusions apply also to the Beta Israel tradition.
14
ii. There are parallels in the content of the AC and various Jewish sources. It 
should not, however, be asserted of any specific example that material 
was borrowed directly from Jewish sources into the AC, unless there are 
credible claims, in documented historical circumstances, that this was 
so.” [emphasis mine]
He quotes a documented example of an Ethiopian teacher in the time of King 
Na'od (1494-1508 CE) who had learnt Hebrew and Arabic and could possibly 
have used Jewish sources at first hand. However, Cowley comments that “the 
historical evidence currently available ... is fragmentary, sometimes unclear in 
detail, and uncertain of interpretation.”
Conclusion: Wurmbrand's hypothesis regarding the connection between this work
and "ancient Jewish literature" is flawed by his failure to take into account the
process of historical development in the Ethiopian context.
* * * * *
Baqadami gabra igzi'abher is written entirely in Ge'ez, with no words or
passages whatsoever in Agaw or Amharic (by contrast with other Beta Israel
works: see below, section 1.3.2). This seems to indicate that it most probably did
not originate in the Beta Israel community, but that its immediate antecedents
should be sought in Ethiopian Christian literature. This hypothesis is consistent
with the Beta Israel's own attribution of the work to Abba Sabra, a 15 century
Christian monk highly revered by them as founder/reformer of their religious
institutions and liturgy.
Further research based on comparison with Ethiopian Christian literature
would be needed to establish possible sources and antecedents for the text of
Baqadami, and to discover whether there might be a parallel Christian version of
15
the entire work; or whether the work was compiled as an anthology from various 
sources.
1.3 Description of the work “BSqMdami gabra igzi'abher"
1.3.1 Title
The work is known among the Beta Israel as “Baqadami gSbra ‘igzi'abher” 
[“In the beginning God created”], from its opening words. However, manuscripts A 
and D (but not B and C) conclude the work with the words
avKthLr. fthfct'fc [“In the peace of the Lord, the 
book of supplications is completed.”] Apparently, therefore, die original title was 
aoXfhd.: [ mSs'hafa sT’ilatat = the Book of Supplications].
1.3.2 Language and style
The text is composed entirely in Ge'ez. By contrast with other Beta Israel 
liturgical compositions (such as the hlf}: aoKdtfi [kah’in mas'haf = Book of the 
Priest], part of which was published by M. Devens as “Liturgy of the Seventh 
Sabbath”15), this work contains no words or passages in Agaw or Amharic, and no 
headings or instructions regarding liturgical occasion or performance. This seems to 
indicate that the work did not originate as a writing-down and setting-in-order of Beta 
Israel oral liturgy. (I discuss this more in Chapter 2, section 2.6.2).
13.3 Structure and content
[a detailed section-by-section analysis will be found in Chapter Three of this 
dissertation.]
The work begins with the account of the creation of the world, from the 
biblical Book of Genesis chapters 1 and 2.
15 Devens, M. S., The Liturgy o f the Seventh Sabbath: A Beta Israel (Falasha) Text (Wiesbaden, 
1995)
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This is followed by a short series of quasi-scriptural didactic and narrative 
passages, each passage commencing “(D’iCIP: fr7ILM)rh>C.. [“And the Lord 
spoke...”]. These passages comprise narrative descriptions of encounters between 
God and Moses, and various commandments relating to the observance of the 
Sabbath.
The remainder of the work comprises prayers of various types (discussed in 
more detail in Chapter Three: detailed section notes.) Some of these are formulaic in 
structure; others are more personal, introspective and petitionary in style.
Several themes run through the work as interwoven threads:
• Creation: the six days of creation and the Sabbath day
• God’s kingship and creative power
• penitential prayers in the first person singular: themes of confession, repentance, 
pleas for forgiveness and deliverance from sin and punishment, and for 
purification, understanding and wisdom.
The work as a whole seems to me to have a clear internal structure; it seems to 
flow in an organic sequence, with four main elements:
1. scriptural-homiletic (Sections 1,2)
2. liturgical-formulaic (Sections 3,4, 5)
3. personal-introspective-penitential (Sections 6, 7, 8,9.3-4,10.1)
4. liturgical-formulaic (Sections 9.1-2,10.2-3,11,12)
As a tentative hypothesis, I suggest that it may have originally been composed or 
compiled as a liturgy, possibly for an all-night vigil (this would be consistent with 
what the Beta Israel priests themselves have told me about its relationship to the 
Sabbath liturgy -  see below, section 1.6). Further research in the fields of comparative 
liturgy / liturgical history could possibly throw light on its sources and antecedents.
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1.4 The manuscripts
The work presented in this dissertation is based on four manuscripts. Two of these 
(manuscripts B and C in this dissertation) are those acquired by J. Faitlovitch, 
which are now in the Rare Books room in Tel Aviv University Library, Israel. 
Microfilms of these 2 manuscripts are in the Hill Monastic Manuscript Library 
(MS 3125 and MS 3126).
The other 2 manuscripts (manuscripts A and D in this dissertation) were found in 
the possession of members of the Ethiopian Jewish community who arrived in 
Israel in 1991 with “Operation Solomon”. The owners of these manuscripts 
kindly made them available to me for photographing.
As far as I am aware, these are the only four copies of this work that have so far 
come to light; possibly others exist in private possession.
1.4.1 Descriptions of the manuscripts 
Manuscript A
This appears to be the most complete and correct of the four manuscripts, and I 
have therefore used it as my main text. It was lent to me by Qes Buruk Elyas. 
According to Qes Buruk, the book was given to him by his teacher, Abba Ta'amno 
Radday, a monk at the Beta Israel monastic centre at Semien-Menata. Abba 
Ta'amno died in the mid-20th century, aged about 80 or older. He is said to have 
been the copyist of the manuscript, and evidently copied it for his own use, since 
his name is inserted in red in many places in the text16, in the same handwriting as 
the rest of the text.
16 Beta Israel prayer-manuscripts often have spaces in the text, left by the copyist so that the owner 
of the book can insert his own name, thus personalising the book. These spaces generally occur in 
petitionary prayers and are preceded by the word TtlCh (“Your servant”)
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The manuscript is written on parchment, bound in quires between wooden boards, 
measuring about 5in x 3.75in (13 x 9cm). It comprises 101 folios of text, written 
in black ink with section-openings and important words in red; each page contains 
a single column of about 19-20 lines of text. The handwriting is the same 
throughout; the letters are clear, neat and well formed, and there are no marginal 
notes, additions or corrections (apart from a brief entry in a crude hand on f.96b).
There are 2 blank folios at the beginning, and 3 at the end, some containing 
scribbles and fragments of text in a different, cruder hand. At the time of 
photographing the manuscript was in good condition, undamaged and completely 
legible.
The book as a whole was identified by Qes Buruk as “Baqadami gabra 
‘igzi'abher”; however, it appears to contain various works. Most of the book (ff. 
la-8 lb) comprises a single composition: this is the work which forms the basis of 
this dissertation. Folios 82a-96b appear to be the work known as “Abba Elyas”.
Finally there are 3 shorter sections, as yet unidentified (ff. 97a-b; 98a-b; 99a- 
100a).
Manuscript B
(“manuscrit A” in Wurmbrand’s article)
The following description is from M. Wurmbrand’s shelf-list of the Ethiopian 
manuscripts in the Sourasky library, Tel Aviv University.
No.25 Manuscript on paper. Size 165 x 100 mm. 167 leaves written on both sides.
(MS3125) 13 lines per page. Very big letters (8-9 to the line). The words and lines
written in red ink are very pale and difficult to read. Careful writing. 
Corrections by another hand.
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Contents: Baqadami gabra Egzi'abher, a book attributed to Abba Sabra (15th 
century). The book consists of pious lectures and poetic prayers.
Folio 16 la-167b: Prayer of Moses pronounced on Mount Sinai. This did 
probably not belong to the above book.
Manuscript C
(“manuscrit B” in Wurmbrand’s article)
The following description is from M. Wurmbrand’s shelf-list of the Ethiopian 
manuscripts in the Sourasky library, Tel Aviv University.
No.26 Manuscript on vellum. Size 155 x 135 mm. 56 leaves written on both sides. 
(MS3126) Two columns to the page, each of 12-20 lines. Irregular writing. At the
beginning of the volume 2 leaves written by another hand have been added. 
They contain a fragment of a description of the heavenly liturgy held by the 
angels.
Contents: Baqadami gabra Egzi'abher. (see manuscript no. 25).
Manuscript D
This manuscript was found in the possession of a cousin of Qes Buruk Elyas, and 
was lent to me later, after I had started work on comparing the other 3 
manuscripts. According to Qes Buruk, the copyist was his maternal grandfather,
Qes Sahilu, from Semien-Janamora (a village in Semien where Qes Buruk was 
bom). The name Sahilu appears in red in various places in the text and in a 
colophon at the end, in apparently the same handwriting as the rest of the text.
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The manuscript is written on parchment, bound in quires between wooden boards. 
At the time of photographing, the binding was in poor condition, and had been 
roughly stitched together by string. Some pages were damp-damaged; however, 
most of the text was legible. It comprises 64 folios of text: folios la-62b are in a 
rather mediocre hand, in 2 columns. A few pages bear crude marginal headings 
and notes added later. The contents are ff. la-50a “Baqadami gabra 'igzi'abher”; 
and ff. 50a-62b “Abba Elyas”. Folios 63a-64b were apparently written later to fill 
blank leaves, and are in Amharic, apparently a prose text; the letters are clearly 
formed but very irregular with no line-markings or margins.
1.4.2 Textual relationship between the manuscripts
• All four manuscripts contain basically the same work, though with many 
minor variations. Manuscript A appears fuller and has less errors in the 
language. It also has several passages that do not occur in B, C or D.[see 
synoptic index of manuscripts in Chapter Two]. There is one place where B, 
C and D all include a passage which is missing in A (between pages 141 and 
142 of manuscript A; apparently due to a missing leaf from manuscript A).
• In general, texts B and C appear closer to each other than to A or D. 
Conversely, A and D appear closer to each other than to B and C. (note in 
particular Section 12, the concluding section, which is in both A and D, but 
not B or C. There are also other places where B and C add words which are 
not in A or D.) This presumably is due to the different provenance: A and D 
originate from the Semien region and have been passed down within the same 
extended family. Little is known of the provenance of B and C, apart from the 
fact that at least one of them was acquired by Faitlovitch from the monks at
Hohwara. (Possibly examination of Faitlovitch’s personal pocket-diaries, 
which are in the Rare Books room of Tel Aviv University library, might reveal 
some further clue.)
• Regarding manuscripts A and D, manuscript A is clearly “better” in the clarity 
of its script and in linguistic accuracy. Manuscript D is the work of a less 
proficient scribe/copyist, and contains many mistakes.
1.5 Methodology
Manuscript A (folios la-8 lb) appears to be the best text, and is used in this 
study as the primary text and reproduced in full, with textual variants in 
manuscripts B, C and D noted in the footnotes. As in most Beta Israel 
manuscripts, there are numerous orthographic and grammatical irregularities, 
inconsistencies and minor variations between the 4 manuscripts. I have not noted 
h/O, U/fh/'l or rt/ip variants in instances where these are the only difference 
between the texts; however, if a footnote is required for another reason, these 
variants are also noted. Otherwise, I have footnoted every grammatical and 
spelling variation between the manuscripts, even where these did not affect the 
meaning of the text.17
In addition I decided to attempt further analysis of the structure of the text. 
Since most of the composition comprises prayers and appears to be a liturgical 
text, I felt such an analysis would facilitate comparison with other liturgical texts: 
manuscripts, printed works, and transcriptions of oral liturgy. I have therefore
171 followed the guidelines of M.Devens "Liturgy of the Seventh Sabbath" Introduction 2.0. Some 
scholars may find this detailed apparatus too pedantic. However, it seems to me that future 
researchers may find this useful in clarifying the textual family-relationships between the 
manuscripts, and thus possibly throwing light on their route of transmission into the Beta Israel 
tradition.
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subdivided the text into 12 main sections, and subsections within these. [See 
Chapter Three: “Overview of sections”.] In making these divisions, I was guided
1 o
in part by the rubrics in the original manuscripts, particularly manuscript A; and 
also by changes in the literary and linguistic style of the text. I have also divided 
the text into lines where it felt appropriate. The original manuscripts were copied 
as continuous text. However, as I worked on the text, it became apparent that 
some of the contents were liturgical and formulaic in style, with recurring patterns 
and refrains; and other parts appeared to be poetic in style, with features such as 
rhyming word-endings and parallelisms19.1 therefore decided to arrange the text 
so as to reveal these features more clearly.
1.6 The liturgical context: the Beta Israel seven-Sabbath cycle
The text itself contains no indications as to liturgical context. However, 
Ethiopian Jewish priests have told me that the work was read during the night 
prayers (Friday night -  Saturday morning) for the first Sabbath of the seven- 
Sabbath cycle observed by the Beta Israel.
The seven-Sabbath cycle started with the first Sabbath in the lunar month 
of Nisan (March-April), and was repeated throughout the year. According to 
information given to me by Beta Israel priests, the liturgy for the first to the sixth 
Sabbaths is basically identical, but contains specific prayers on Friday evening 
and Saturday morning which vary for each of these six Sabbaths. The Seventh
18 "rubrics” used here in its literal sense: text written in red ink to highlight significant words, 
phrases and openings.
9 Parallelism is a characteristic of Semitic poetry. There are three main types of parallelism. The 
first is called Synonymous Parallelism. This is where the second line of a passage essentially 
repeats the same thought as the first line, using different words. The second type of parallelism is 
Antithetical Parallelism. This is a parallelism by contrast, where the second line of a verse 
expresses the opposite idea to the first. The third type is Synthetic Parallelism. In this type, each 
succeeding line builds on the thought expressed by the first line.
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Sabbath (known by the Beta Israel as “sablt sanbat” or “ya-sanbat sanbat”) has its
•  •  9nown special liturgy, a text of which has been published by M. Devens.
Luzzatto21 gives the names of the seven Sabbaths as (i) Alef, (ii) Lamed, 
(iii) Ibarabo, (iv) Kamma-Yafager, (v) Amlake-Amlake-Igayyis, (vi) Amlake- 
Amlake-Nazaranni, and (vii) Wabarako. Shelemay22 connects these names to 
psalm or canticle incipits. In an unpublished manuscript made available to me by a 
Beta Israel priest who identified it as “ya-s'alot mas'haf’ [“book of prayers”], texts 
with these openings occur; according to the priest, these prayers were for Sabbath 
evening. This manuscript appears to be the same work as manuscript 3117 in the 
Faitlovitch collection in the Rare Books room of Tel Aviv University library; 
further research of this work would undoubtedly throw more light on the place of 
these prayers in the Beta Israel Sabbath liturgy. Comparison with the “ya-s'alot 
mas'haf’ manuscript confirms Shelemay’s suggestions that “Alef’ and “Lamed” 
are from the acrostic Psalm 118 (119), verses 1 and 89; and that “Ibarabo” is a 
corruption of “’lbarriko”, and is from the first verse of Psalm 33 (34).
My conversations with Beta Israel priests confirm that it is customary to 
refer to the seven Sabbaths by the openings of prayers specific to each Sabbath. 
One such list follows: these are the openings of the Saturday early-morning 
prayers for each of the seven Sabbaths 23 (I have texts for these prayers which 
have been written down by Beta Israel priests and are so far unpublished.)
20 Devens, idem
21 Luzzatto, P., “Memoire sur les Juifs d’Abyssinie ou Falashas” in Archives Israelites 13 (1852) 
P-47L
2 Shelemay, K., Music, Ritual and Falasha history, page 66 footnote 81
23 Source: Qes Biyadgelley Baynasay
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(1) Mqadami gabra igzi'abher
(2) tffzaza s&nbat
(3) sim'ani sim'ani
(4) arbaTtu mSkan afa im-slyon
(5) rada'i anta wa-lakd i'zemir
(6) amlakiya amlakiyS
(7) halle luya ta'ak^ito nafsiya
(1) IfM®1: *«7H.M]rh£
(2) flW*
(3) a m :  arxi'L
(4) hCQd-b: ffohr. h&: hrx?*!
(5) MK:  ©Ah: hH9°C
(6) h W h f  : h9°4hS
(7) y<WkP: W M
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Chapter Two
Beta Israel literature and liturgy: past, present and future
2.1 Introduction
The Beta Israel possess a rich liturgical tradition, handed down for centuries 
both orally and in writing: orally, through liturgical performance and oral 
transmission from teacher to pupil, and preserved in the memories of the Beta Israel 
priests; in writing, in the form of manuscripts, traditionally written on parchment, 
and later on paper. Some of these written texts were copied from other texts; others 
were written down from the memory of the copyist, based on his close familiarity 
with the oral liturgy.
2.2 written and oral materials
2.2.1 written material
The written material falls into two broad categories:
• parchment manuscripts. Some of these were brought from Ethiopia by
European travellers and scholars between the 18 and early 20 centuries, and are 
located in national and university libraries and private collections. Published 
editions have been produced based on those manuscripts. More manuscripts have 
been brought to Israel by the Beta Israel community themselves, and are in private 
possession of Beta Israel priests and members of the community. Two of these 
manuscripts have been used in this dissertation.
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• prayer-texts written down by Beta Israel priests from their own oral knowledge, 
since coming to Israel, in order to preserve them from being forgotten. These texts 
when published will form a significant addition to the corpus of Beta Israel 
literature. My article “Beta Israel prayers: oral and written traditions -  analysis of 
a service for the New Moon” (see bibliography) was based on one of these texts, 
part of which is reproduced as an appendix to that article. I am at present 
collaborating with a Qes in editing a complete text of the Sabbath liturgy, which 
he has written down by hand from his oral memory.
The main published texts to date (in order of publication) are:
1. Halevy, J., Prieres des Falashas (Paris, 1877)
2. Halevy, J., Te ’ezaza Sanbat (Commandements du Sabbat) accompagne de six
autres ecrits pseudo-epigraphiques... (Paris, 1902)
3. Halevy, J., “Nouvelles Prieres des Falashas” in Revue Semitique 19 (1911), pp. 
96-104,215-218,344-364.
4. Aescoly, A.Z., Recueil de textes falachas (Paris, 1951)
5. Leslau, W., Falasha Anthology (Yale, 1951) [English translation]
6. Devens, M. S., The Liturgy o f the Seventh Sabbath: A Betd Israel (Falasha)
Text (Wiesbaden, 1995)
2.2.2 liturgical recordings
These include live recordings made in Ethiopia by Wolf Leslau in the 1940s, and by 
Kay Shelemay in the 1970s; and recordings made in Israel during the 1980s-90s.
The main recorded collections are:
• Leslau, W.: “Music of the Falashas (Jews of Ethiopia”), introduction to 
recordings, Ethnic Folkways Library EFL-1201 (New York, 1950)
• Shelemay, K. K.: “Falasha Liturgical Music”, 36 tapes. Archives of Traditional 
Music. University of Indiana, Bloomington.
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• National Sound Archive, National Library, Hebrew University, Jerusalem. (Some 
of these have been published on a CD “Liturgies Juives d’Ethiopie” (“Liturgical 
Chant of the Ethiopian Jews”), with a printed introduction by F. Alvarez-Peyreyre 
and S. Arom (Maison des Cultures du Monde, 1990)
• Margaret Hayon: my own recordings, made in Israel from 1992 onwards. These 
were recorded at the Neve Carmel caravan site and at various community centres 
in Israel, and at the homes of Beta Israel priests. They include complete liturgical 
performances for Sabbath and the Seventh Sabbath, ya-c'&raqa ba'al [New Moon], 
and various festivals.
2,3 Earlier and recent research
2.3.1 earlier research
Most of the research so far published has concentrated primarily on one or 
other of two aspects: either on the known written texts (as "Beta Israel literature": 
critical editions, translations and discussion of specific texts. Most recently published: 
M. Devens “Liturgy of the Seventh Sabbath”1); or on the ethno-musicological aspect 
(notably, Kay Shelemay’s pioneering work, based on fieldwork carried out in 1973 in 
Gondar, Ethiopia; see her book “Music, Ritual and Falasha history”. )
The researchers of written texts generally had access only to those 
manuscripts acquired and brought back to Europe by travellers to Ethiopia: a limited 
corpus, and possibly not the best or most complete texts. (It is likely that the Beta
1 Kaplan, S., “Mehkarei ha-sifhit shel beta isra’el: hesegim ve-ye'adim” (Hebrew) in Pe’amim 41 
(1990), pp. 90-111.
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Israel priests would have kept these for their own use, and would not have entrusted 
them to outsiders.)
Work on the written texts published to date has concentrated largely on 
linguistic and literary questions, such as their sources and the inter-relationship 
between Ethiopian "Christian" and "Jewish" texts.3 Clarification of their liturgical 
use has so far been difficult. The manuscripts contain few indications as to their 
liturgical context (apart from general headers, such as "for the seventh Sabbath", "for 
zabarabu sanbat"). Some manuscripts do include brief but significant instructions in 
Amharic. For example, M. Devens writes: "The Liturgy o f the Seventh Sabbath itself 
gives evidence of its use as a communal document. Interspersed throughout the text 
are instructions to the congregation and the priests as to how to conduct the services; 
and while these instructions can be difficult to decipher, their intent is clearly to
2
Regarding difficulties experienced by travellers in seeing or acquiring manuscripts, see for instance 
Hal6vy Travels in Abyssinia: p. 230: [at Hohwara] "I was assured that they possessed a collection of 
manuscripts, which they hid away carefully for safety from pillage." p. 244-5: [at village Abba 
Debtera] "In addition to the Pentateuch there were some other books preserved in the village, but I 
was not allowed to see them, lest we should be surprised by marauders. I begged a priest to sell me a 
manuscript he possessed, and which I considered to be important. He declined at first to accede to my 
request, but I insisted, telling him that the Jews of Europe would be happy to become acquainted with 
the books revered by the Falashas, and that without the testimony of authentic documents they would 
not believe in the existence of their co-religionists in Abyssinia. Eventually he was induced to part 
with the MS."
3 for example, Kaplan, S., “Te’ezaza Sanbat: A Beta Israel Work Reconsidered” in Gilgul,
Supplements toNumen, ed. S.Shaked, D.Shulman, G.Stroumza (Leiden, 1987), pp. 107-124.
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indicate the order of worship. Many prayers not copied into The Liturgy o f the 
Seventh Sabbath are referred to, and their place in the services of the day is 
established. The text ends with a clear statement: 'The liturgy [of the seventh]
Sabbath is complete.’"4
2.3.2 recent and current research
A major research project has been under way since 1986, based on material 
recorded in Jerusalem between 1986-1989 with a group of Beta Israel priests mainly 
from the Tigre region of Ethiopia, who had immigrated to Israel between 1981-83 and 
were then studying at Machon Meir, Jerusalem. The project arose in the context of 
collaboration between the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS, 
Paris), the Research Centre on Jewish Music at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem 
(then directed by Prof. I. Adler; at time of writing by Prof Edwin Seroussi), and the 
Israeli National Sound Archives. The research team comprised F. Alvarez-Pereyre, 
S.Arom, S.Ben Dor and O.Toumy. At time of writing, the full research has not yet 
been published5, but a preliminary presentation was made at the 1995 Conference of 
SOSTEJE in Jerusalem.6
4 M. Devens, The Liturgy o f the Seventh Sabbath, Introduction xxi, 4.4.1 "Community use"
5 An Anthology o f Beta Israel Liturgy, F.Alvarez-Pereyre, S.Arom, S.Ben Dor, O.Toumy (publication 
forthcoming)
6 The Beta Israel in Ethiopia and Israel: studies on the Ethiopian Jews ed. Tudor Parfitt and E. 
Trevisan Semi, publ. Curzon 1999; pp. 235-255. In the same volume appears my article, “Beta Israel 
prayers: oral and written traditions -  Analysis of a Service for the New Moon (ya-Caraqa Ba'al)”, 
which I presented at the same conference: Parfitt and Trevisan Semi, op. cit, pp. 209-234.
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The corpus on which this work is based consists of approximately ninety 
extracts of liturgy, self-selected by the participating Beta Israel priests as 
representative of the yearly liturgical calendar, as well as the liturgy for Sabbath and 
life cycle events. The material was examined and analysed from several aspects: 
internal textual and musical organisation; literary sources; and ethnographic 
background.
One of the researchers who participated in this project, Olivier Toumy, is 
pursuing the comparison between the Ethiopian Jewish traditions and those of the 
Ethiopian Church. Toumy laid the basis for a broad-scope plan to gather this data in 
cooperation with the Institute for Ethiopian Studies in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (the 
French Foreign Ministry) and the Government of Ethiopia.7
2.4 Analyses of Beta Israel prayeMexts
M. Devens identified two principal literary devices in The Liturgy o f the 
Seventh Sabbath:8
(i) formulaic prayers: material rigidly structured around repeated phrases or concepts; 
"built on clear, almost mathematical formulas";
(ii) prayers constructed on a base of Old Testament text.
Alvarez-Pereyre and Ben Dor 9 also draw two major categories:
(i) composed;
7 Information from the website of the Jewish Music Research Center, Jerusalem (May 2003) 
http://www.jewish-music.org/
8 Devens, Liturgy o f the Seventh Sabbath, Introduction pp.xviii-xix
9 F.Alvarez-Pereye, S.Arom, S.Ben Dor, O.Toumy, An Anthology o f Beta Israel Liturgy [publication 
forthcoming]
(ii) based on pre-existing text.
They define ’’composed" as follows: "When using the term 'composed' we are 
referring to formalized texts which were apparently not based on any preexisting text, 
such as the Bible, the Apocrypha etc. This means that 'composed' texts are to be 
considered as original religiously oriented cultural creations that came into being 
with the purpose of forming part of the liturgy."10
In the corpus they studied, the predominant form was a mixture of composed 
portions and reference to preexisting texts. Pieces with only composed text or only 
quoted preexisting text were rare. Quotes from preexisting biblical and apocryphal 
texts were often juxtaposed and combined with composed texts in various ways so as 
to create a new meaning.
Regarding preexisting scriptural texts, the researchers comment: "In some 
cases, direct quotes or paraphrases are not used, but rather biblical style or content is 
employed in a way that so closely mimics the biblical text that it was hard to believe 
that it was not a direct quote. This might point to the tremendous conversance of the 
'composers’ of the prayers with various biblical texts and styles." 11 Sentences 
bearing unmistakably biblical style appear on closer examination to be "a clever 
composite, whose Biblical models can be carefully discerned."
The researchers carried out a complex detailed analysis of the texts in their 
corpus according to various interconnected categories of theme, content and method
10 ibid., chapter 2, p . ...
11 ibid., chapter 2, p . ...
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of elaboration. In chapter two ("The literary sources and their organization") they 
state that in general, texts were elaborated in two ways: prescriptive and homiletic. 
Prescriptive prayers used Torah [Old Testament] quotes (especially from the legal 
sections) relating to the "specific events or observances upon which occasion these 
quotes formed part of the liturgy... Worked into the prayers was the reason for the 
occasion, as well as the law that made it and the manner of its observance legally 
binding on the community."12 The dominant form of prescriptive prayer was the 
"wanivavo" [wa-nababo] model, which open with the formula "and God spoke to 
Moses and said...". There were also prescriptive prayers which did not contain this 
formula but which served the same function.
Homiletic prayers were divided by the researchers into eight sub-categories:13
(i) borderline-prescriptive (the specific action required of individuals is not always 
clear; the intent of the prayer is to emphasise the importance of the observance, a 
belief or a warning)
(ii) previously existing texts used to show paradigms for petition 
(iii previously existing texts used to show paradigms for behaviour
(iv) previously existing texts as part of a text of praise or petition
(v) previously existing texts as a means to offer thanksgiving
(vi) previously existing texts used to describe important places or events, thus 
emphasizing their significance
12 ibid., chapter 2, p . ...
13 ibid., chapter 2, p . ...
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(vii) previously existing texts that are gathered together because of similar words or 
themes
(viii) prayers based on a whole Biblical chapter or large sections thereof.
(Later in the same chapter they add another category: preexisting texts as part of 
blessings and exhortations.)
In chapter three ("The literary organisation of the texts") additional 
categorisations are made: "At the level of content, the prayers can be divided into 
three general types: descriptive, petitionary, and homiletic. There is frequently a 
connection between the descriptive and the petitionary types... The petitioner will at 
first recount God's attributes or saving acts in the past; then make a request based on 
the connection that, as God did such saving acts in the past or shows His greatness in 
various ways... so too He will hear the petitioner's prayer and save him in the 
present." 14
Homiletic prayers are divided into two sub-types: narrative homily and 
prescriptive homily. "Narrative homily will present the acts of God, the forefathers or 
the events in a person's life, in a way meant to instruct those praying in basic 
paradigms of behaviour. Prescriptive homily will employ Biblical material... in a way 
meant to instruct those praying in the specific practice for a specific event or 
occasion, the reasons for these practices and the divine authority which dictates these 
practices. While there can be some overlap between descriptive, petitionary and 
narrative homily even in the same prayers, the orientation of descriptive and 
petitionary prayers is from those praying towards God. The orientation of homiletic
14 ibid., chapter 3, p . ...
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prayers both narrative and prescriptive is from God to those praying, as a means of 
instruction." 15
A further categorisation is made in terms of themes. These are divided into 
four broad categories:
(a) attributes of God. These fall into three sub-categories:(i) God as creator and ruler 
of all He created; (ii) God's acts in history; (iii) attributes of God unrelated to history: 
transcendent (such as power, eternity, holiness), and immanent (such as mercy, 
justice, care for the needy).
(b) aspects of the relationship between those praying and God
(c) symbolic features, such as the covenant, the construction of the Ark of the 
Covenant, the Sanctury and the Temple; Jerusalem and Zion; central personalities 
from Noah to Ezra; the Sabbath personified; angels; judgement of the dead.
(d) homiletic / instructional themes.
2.5 The form-critical method
I have attempted to apply a "form-critical" method in my analysis of the 
Bdqddami text.
I became aware of this method as it was applied in the field of Jewish 
liturgical research; in particular from J. Heinemann's book Prayer in the Talmud. In 
attempting to apply this method to the prayers in the present work, I do not intend to 
infer any direct historical link or causal connection between mainstream Jewish 
liturgy and the Ethiopian Jewish liturgical tradition. In chapter one above, I criticised
15 ibid., chapter 3, p . ...
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Wurmbrand’s hypothesis that a direct connection might be found between Beta Israel 
literature and ancient Jewish writings, and argued that any consideration of possible 
connections between these two traditions needs to take account of the intervening 
historical processes and routes of transmission of the texts over many centuries. Any 
apparent similarities or parallels between them have to be considered in the context of 
the Ethiopian historical and cultural environment, and the possible intervening 
influences of other traditions: Coptic, Syriac, Moslem, Christian-Arabic, and 
Ethiopian Christian.
However, it seems to me that the methodology of describing and analysing 
liturgical texts according to their formal patterns and structures, style and content, is 
one that can usefully be applied to Ethiopian prayer-texts; and that hopefully will be 
helpful in understanding the overall liturgical structure.
J. Heinemann was a seminal scholar in the field of Jewish liturgy. He 
developed the form-critical approach as an alternative or supplement to the historical- 
-philological approach which had previously predominated Jewish liturgical 
scholarship:
“Most scholarship in the field of Jewish liturgy... has employed the 
historical-philological approach, with the aim of tracing the origin and 
development of the texts of the particular prayers and their wording.
By comparing the different versions that have come down to us, 
scholars have attempted to discover, or to reconstruct, the authentic 
original text.... We do not question the value of this work, nor do 
we have any doubt as to the validity of its major findings. We would
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instead maintain that form-criticism can be a useful supplement to the 
historical-philological method, and an effective counterweight against 
certain excesses in its application.... But, primarily, form-criticism 
can inform us about additional aspects of the nature of the prayers to 
which philological research has not devoted enough attention.”16 
Heinemann defined the form-critical approach as follows (emphases mine):
“Form criticism looks for fixed, regular patterns of literaiy form....
After establishing these fixed forms, we must relate them to the 
various literary categories or genres in which they have been found to 
occur, and try to determine the function within each genre, noting the 
respective styles, the basic structures, and other formal characteristics 
which are seen to predominate in them....
... we must look for the recurrence of whole complexes of conjoining 
elements; for it is only by the conjunction of numerous formal 
characteristics that we may come to identify a particular pattern or 
genre. “17
2.6 Relationship between iiturgical written texts and oral liturgy
As I stated in Chapter One, section 1.1, it is not my intention within this 
dissertation to make any comparison between Beta Israel prayers and those of other 
liturgical traditions; nor to discuss the origins of the Beta Israel prayers, their
16 J. Heinemann, Prayer in the Talmud pp. 5-6
17 ibid, p.2
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historical development, or their relationship to other traditions. However, in 
considering the relationship between oral and written liturgical traditions, and the 
processes involved, it seems to me that a general discussion of the mainstream Jewish 
tradition and the Beta Israel tradition would be helpful. As I have made clear 
elsewhere in this dissertation, in focussing on these two particular traditions I do not 
intend to imply a direct historical/causal relationship between them: as I stated in 
section 2.5 above, any comparative research would need to take account of the 
Ethiopian historical and cultural environment and the possible influence of other 
traditions.
2.6.1 Rabbinic Jewish tradition: development of the siddur
Within the rabbinic Jewish liturgical tradition, there was a gradual process of 
transition from a predominantly orally-transmitted to a predominantly text-based 
tradition. The earliest written siddur [arrangement of prayers in order of liturgical 
performance] known today, the Seder Rav Amram Gaon, did not appear until the 9th 
century; and the extant manuscripts of this work vary greatly from each other, 
reflecting the different rites of the copyists.18 The liturgy itself remained flexible in 
composition, and its text varied from place to place and at different periods. Several 
distinct local rites developed among the various Jewish communities in Europe, North 
Africa and the Middle East.
Joseph Heinemann examined Jewish prayers of the Mishnaic and Talmudic 
periods (approximately 2nd - 9th centuries CE) - a span of several centuries during
18 Encyclopedia Judaica, vol 13, p. 985 "Prayer books".
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which the Jewish liturgy was going through a process of transition from a 
predominantly orally-transmitted tradition to a more standardised and normative 
system based on an authoritative written text. He writes19:
“Although the early prayers have come down to us in writing, there 
can be no doubt that, in their original setting, they belong to the 
domain of oral tradition. It is therefore legitimate to ask ourselves 
whether we can speak at all of an Urtext, viz., the one archetypal and 
'original' text, which can be reconstructed by a comparison of all the 
extant versions ... where several 'good' versions of the same prayer 
have come down to us, they may well be equally old and authentic ...
... It seems to us more correct to assume ... that at first many different 
forms of the same basic prayer grew up in a somewhat haphazard 
fashion, and that only afterwards, gradually in the course of time, did 
the Rabbis impose their legal norms on this vast body of material.”
2.6.2 Beta Israel tradition
We do not know the earliest origins of the Beta Israel liturgy.20 According to 
Beta Israel tradition, their liturgy and prayers were composed (or put in order) by 
Abba Sabra, a lS^-century monk generally believed to of Christian origin, who fled 
from persecution by the emperor Zar'a Ya'eqob, and joined the Beta Israel.21
19 J. Heinemann, Prayer in the Talmud, pp. 6 -7
20 Shelemay speculates that it may have arisen from the religious controversies and heresies of the 14th 
and 15th centuries: Music, ritual and Falasha history page 209 and footnote 55.
21 Authorship of Baqddami gdhrd ?gzi'abher is traditionally attributed to him: see page 9 above.
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Shelemay’s research revealed similarities in structure and text between the Beta Israel 
and the Ethiopian Christian liturgies. Whether the Beta Israel liturgy originated as a 
medieval derivative offshoot of the Ethiopian Christian liturgy, or whether any 
distinct oral liturgical tradition might have been separately transmitted from earlier 
sources by ayhud 22 groups, remains an unanswered question for now. The history of 
interrelationships between Christian and Judaic streams and "heretical” groups in 
medieval and pre-medieval Ethiopia is complex and beyond the scope of this 
dissertation. However, there is no doubt that a written literary tradition has existed in
i L
Ethiopia since well before the 15 century; and it seems highly likely that the Beta 
Israel liturgy in its formative stages had written liturgical texts (most probably from 
Ethiopian Christian sources) available, on which it might have drawn for inspiration.
The relationship between the oral liturgical tradition and the written texts is 
complex. Kay Kaufman Shelemay wrote in her pioneering work “Music, Ritual and 
Falasha History” [p. 139-140; emphases mine]:
“... we can posit a close relationship among Beta Israel 
literature, prayer texts in manuscripts, and the oral liturgical 
tradition. It seems appropriate to suggest an interaction between 
these materials rather than positing any one as an Urtext. Those 
who have studied Falasha manuscripts comment on irregularities in
22 a term occurring in Ethiopian chronicles, apparently referring to various groups with Judaic 
traditions and those perceived by the Ethiopian Church as dissidents or heretics. See Shelemay Music, 
ritual and Falasha history pp. 20-22,208-210; Quirin The evolution o f  the Ethiopian Jews pp. 14-15, 
40-69; Kaplan The Beta Israel (Falasha) in Ethiopia pp. 53-68
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orthography and grammar, as well as inconsistency in handling 
final vowels. A dialectic between the oral and written traditions 
may well account for many of these.... The monks and dabtaras 
who copied Beta Israel manuscripts transmitted the oral tradition 
as well and were almost certainly the conduits of texts from one 
domain of the Beta Israel tradition to another.”
The Beta Israel liturgical manuscripts are collections of prayers, ordered in certain 
ways; however, they do not present the complete text of the service in order from 
beginning to end, in a form that a person attending a liturgical performance could 
pick up and follow. These texts are functionally secondary to the oral tradition: they 
presume that the user knows the liturgy by heart; therefore texts that are frequently 
performed and so presumably well-known do not need to be written in full - they can 
simply be hinted at, e.g. by the first line or by a brief instruction. The main function 
of these texts was to act as a memory-aid, especially of prayers less-frequently 
performed, or specific to particular occasions (eg Seventh Sabbath and Astaray, 
annual and monthly festivals).
Some Beta Israel liturgical texts include Amharic instructions regarding order 
of performance; some of these instructions quote the opening words of prayers, the 
full text of which is omitted, presumably because they were well known by memory. 
These texts also include many Agaw words and passages . These texts are clearly 
very closely interconnected with oral liturgy: they probably originated as writing-
23 Appleyard, D., “A Falasha Prayer Text in Agaw” in Semitic and Cushitic Studies, ed. G. Goldenberg 
and S. Raz (Wiesbaden, 1994), pp. 206-251.
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down of oral texts by Beta Israel priests and monks intimately familiar with the oral 
liturgy as they performed it.
By contrast, the work presented in this dissertation, Baqadami, is entirely in 
Ge'ez. It contains no liturgical instructions, no Amharic, no Agaw. However, its 
content is predominantly prayers: some of which are formulaic, formally structured, 
consistent with communal liturgical performance; others less structured and more 
personal in content and in style. I have therefore regarded it as a liturgical rather than 
a literary text.
In comparing the Baqadami text with other Beta Israel liturgical material, 
particularly the Sabbath liturgy, some parallels and similarities did emerge (which I 
have noted in "Chapter 3: comments on sections"). So there evidently is some sort of 
interconnection between this text and the Beta Israel oral liturgy. However, it seems 
unlikely that this text originated as a writing-down of Beta Israel oral liturgy. I 
suggest that the text was more probably compiled from previous written material 
(most probably Ethiopian Christian), and may have been drawn upon by the Beta 
Israel as a source in the formative stages of their own liturgy. The great regard in 
which this work was traditionally held among them, and their own attribution of its 
composition to Abba Sabra, add support to this hypothesis.
2.7 Future research: suggested directions
The physical transplanting of virtually the entire Ethiopian Jewish community 
to Israel has opened up exciting wider possibilities for research into their literature 
and liturgy.
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In the field of literature, there is need for new critical editions of works in the 
Beta Israel literary corpus. With the single exception of M. Devens' Liturgy o f the 
Seventh Sabbath, the latest published works were produced over half a century ago! 
As stated above, those editions were based on a very limited number of manuscripts. 
Now that more manuscripts are coming to light and becoming more readily available, 
the earlier editions are outdated.
In addition, there is a growing body of liturgical texts being handwritten by 
Beta Israel priests, the publication of which will be a very significant addition to the 
literary corpus and to our knowledge of their liturgy. The editing of such texts poses 
interesting linguistic/phonetic challenges, since the writer of the text is using his own 
oral memory as his "source-text", and writing down what he "hears" in his head. 
Depending on the level of his knowledge of written Ge'ez, this process can lead to 
considerable idiosyncracies in spelling and word-division.
The overall structure of the liturgy, and the order of prayers, has so far been 
little researched. Much of this information exists only in the memories of the Beta 
Israel priests; and further progress in this direction depends on work in collaboration 
with the Beta Israel priests, aimed at transcribing complete texts of liturgy, clarifying 
orders of service, and analysis of complete liturgical recordings. A particularly 
interesting line of research would be to compare the order of the liturgy for the 
Seventh Sabbath so far as it can be established from the text published by M. Devens, 
with the order of the same liturgy as known and performed today by Beta Israel 
priests: this would throw much light on the diachronic development of the liturgy.
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The dynamic/diachronic dimension is an aspect that needs to be considered: 
how the performance of the liturgy has changed through time, both within Ethiopia, 
and following the move to Israel; and the influence of factors such as the social 
environment. For example, liturgies recorded in Israel are shorter than they would 
have been in Ethiopia: this may be due to the very different social/cultural 
environment, with its more "modem” attitude towards clock-time and time- 
constraints; people tend to spend less time in the communal setting of the prayer- 
house or synagogue, and more in their homes and families. The traditional chain of 
oral transmission has been profoundly dismpted; the level of knowledge of the 
younger Beta Israel priests is less than that of their elders; the conditions of modem 
life introduce more stress-factors, and give them less time and leisure to learn.
An important line of research would be to compare recent liturgical recordings 
made in Israel with those made in Ethiopia by Leslau (1940s) and Shelemay (1970s).
2.8 Conclusion
It is hoped that the work and methology presented in this dissertation will be a useful 
contribution to the fields of Beta Israel literature and the Beta Israel liturgy: both in 
making this important text available for further study, and in indicating potential 
directions of further research in these areas.
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Chapter Three
Baqadami gabra igzi'abher: comments on sections
My general methodology is discussed in Chapter One, section 1.5.
This chapter has more detailed comments on the contents, literary styles, themes and 
linguistic structures o f the sections into which I subdivided the work. These comments are not 
intended to be final, but rather as a first stage o f description and analysis, and a basis for 
further research and refinement. In my analysis, I have attempted to develop a "form-critical" 
model, based on the methodology o f J. Heinemann's Prayer in the Talmud, (see above, 
Chapter Two, section 2.6).
In some places I have given cross-references to parallel, similar or comparable texts in other 
Beta Israel sources: in particular, Devens Liturgy o f  the Seventh Sabbath, Halevy Prieres des 
Falachas, Leslau Falasha Anthology, and an unpublished manuscript (MS3118) in the 
Faitlovitch collection, Rare Books room, Tel Aviv University library. I have also noted in a 
few places (in blue type) parallels and similarities with the Beta Israel Sabbath liturgy; these 
are mostly based on comparison with an unpublished manuscript o f the text o f the Sabbath 
prayers arranged in consecutive order o f performance from Friday morning to Saturday 
evening, written down by Qes Mmtasi’not Eli from his oral knowledge. I refer to this text as 
“SL”. I have been working with Qes Eli on typing and preliminary editing o f this text: its 
further editing and publishing would be a very important contribution to our knowledge of 
Beta Israel liturgy.
These cross-references are by no means complete or exhaustive: further research would 
undoubtedly reveal further parallels. A comprehensive survey and comparison o f the written 
sources and transcriptions o f liturgical recordings, with the help o f knowledgeable Beta Israel 
priests, would contribute much to our understanding o f the overall structure o f the Beta Israel 
liturgy and o f the interrelationship between oral and written texts.
Section 1
This section consists of a narrative text comprising the Biblical creation 
account in Genesis chapters 1 and 2.
1.1 (Genesis 1:1 -  2:4) is in all four manuscripts.
1.2 (Genesis 2:4-16; 3:24) is in manuscript A only. This passage includes the 
four rivers (Pishon, Gihon, Tigris and Euphrates) which flow from the 
garden of Eden: these four rivers are also referred to in the Sabbath 
prayer “albo za-ya’ammir mikru” (“There is none who knows His 
counsel”) which commences the night prayers for Friday-Saturday 
morning. (SL section 3, parti.)
There are textual variations between the manuscripts (especially between A 
and BCD), and also between all the manuscripts and the published texts 
(such as Boyd).
The narrative follows the Biblical text to the point where God placed Adam 
in the garden to tend it (Gen 2:15). God then commands Adam and Eve to eat 
from all the trees in the garden (compare Gen 2:16). The narrative then 
continues : "And the Lord caused Adam to dwell eastward from the garden 
of delight. And the Lord commanded Surafel, in whose hands was fire, and 
Kerubel, a sword of fire that was revolving, to guard the way to the tree of 
life." The whole intervening story of the temptation and fall and expulsion of 
Adam and Eve from the garden is omitted.
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Section 2
This section comprises a series of short narrative and didactic passages: 
encounters between God and Moses; commandments regarding the Priestly 
Blessing and Sabbath observance.
Most of these begin with “wa-nababo.. (“The Lord spoke...”). In the 
Sabbath liturgy for za-barabu sanbat, a sequence of prayers beginning “wa- 
nababo.. is said at the end of the Friday evening prayers. (SL section 2 part 
16; the content of these prayers differs from that in Baqadami.) 
Alvarez-Pereyre and Ben Dor discuss at length the "wanivavo" (wa-nababo) 
model, which they categorise as the dominant form of prescriptive prayer. 1 
They give texts on this model for the annual festivals of astasiryo, fasika, 
ba'ala mas'allat, bi’rhan saraqa, nisan, and ma'rir, and for the Sabbath.
2.1 " wa-nababo ... mgaromu la-aron wa-la-daqiqu"
This is a version of the "priestly blessing", based on Numbers 6:22-27. The text 
in the manuscripts is in a slightly different order than the Biblical text. 
Manuscript A elaborates on the Biblical text with comments which are not in 
BCD: it adds "the name" after "you are to say to them"; and it adds the sentence 
"According to this the priests are to bless in the name of the Lord, when they 
stand to bless the people."
1 1 F.Alvarez-Pereye, S.Arom, S.Ben Dor, O.Toumy, An Anthology o f  Beta Israel Liturgy (publication 
forthcoming), chapter 2, p . ...
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2.2 "wa-muses gabra i'gzi'abher"
This is a narrative describing Moses in the presence of God, with Moses' face 
shining like the sun. The version in manuscripts B and C was commented on by 
Wurmbrand ("Fragments" pp. 90-93). However, manuscript A appears to give a 
clearer and more complete text. (In particular, one sentence "And there was a 
man who was supporting Moses' hands" is relocated, giving a clearer sequence 
to the narrative.)
Part of this prayer (beginning “ma’azahu la-muse albo za-yinabbir”) occurs in 
the Sabbath night prayers for the first Sabbath of the seven-Sabbath cycle (SL 
section 4 part 2 lines 90 et seq.); and also in the festival/New Moon liturgy, as 
part of a longer sequence beginning “wa-fas's'ama muse kwillu g'ibru” (“And 
Moses completed all his work”)
This seems to be part of a group of prayers relating to Moses in the presence of 
God, and to the Tabernacle. Other parts, with overlapping sections of text, occur 
in other manuscripts and in oral prayers.
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2.3 "wa-nababo... anta ahdi'romu la-hizbiya... wa-anta azzizomu"
The location of this encounter is "the wilderness of Sana" (A) or "the wilderness 
of Sorya" (B,D) or "the wilderness of Zar'fya" (C).
This section comprises (1) the command to observe the Sabbath: to do no work 
on it, and to kindle no fire. (Biblical sources: Exodus 19:2 and 35:1-3.)
(2) Moses' ascent onto the mountain of the Lord, accompanied by angels. 
Wurmbrand ("Fragments" pp. 93-96) discusses this section and the names of the 
angels.
2.4 " Wei-nababo ... wa-wahabo higga za-ia-'alam." (manuscript A only)
God gives Moses the Law on Mount Sinai, and commands him to write it in a 
scroll and read it day and night.
Alvarez-Pereyre and Ben Dor have a similar text as part of the prayer for the 
sine ma'rir festival.
2.5 " wa-nababo ... anta azzizomu la-daqiqa 'isra'el... tahas'abu ba'ilata
This prayer includes the command to wash on Friday in preparation for the 
approaching Sabbath; praise for the Sabbath as intercessor; command to give 
alms on Sabbath and New Moon.
It includes a rather puzzling sentence referring to a reckoning of 49, and to the 
9th hour (or 9 hours?)
This text (shorter version) is in the Sabbath liturgy for Friday morning (SL 
section 1 part 9 lines 28-29).
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2.6 "za-s'allaya dawit, sTm'ani igzi'o s'alotTya za-sa'alku" (manuscripts A,B,D) 
Psalm 64 (=Dawit 63) concludes the section.
Section 3
This section opens with “yitbarak... za-gabra”. It comprises a series of 
formulaic prayers, consisting of praise and petition addressed to God (in 
second person).
The themes of the sub-sections emphasise God's holiness, uniqueness, 
supremacy and creative power.
It begins with “qiddus qiddus qiddus”. (compare the Christian "tris-haghion", 
and the Jewish Qedushah.)
Parallels can be found in the "kahi’n mas'haf ’ (Devens “Liturgy for the 
Seventh Sabbath”) [refs to be added], and in the Sabbath liturgy (SL section 
2 parts 6,15 (Friday evening); section 5 parts 20-21 (Saturday morning))
3.1 The theme of this sub-section is God’s holiness.
It has the following structure:
(1) introductory “yitbarak”
(2) a series of short couplets with pattern
a) “qiddus (x3) 'igzi'abher s'aba'ot”
b) “mal’a kwillo midra sibhatika”
The pattern is repeated with change of first word of (a): 
qiddus / buruk / l'ful / sibbuh / kibur / widdus / 'lkkut / s'adi'q
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3.2 “za-mal’Tlta aryam za-tahadir” “You Who dwell in the highest heights” 
The theme is God's uniqueness and exaltedness.
3.3 “anta amlak bahi'titika”
The theme is God’s uniqueness, power and supremacy.
The structure is as follows:
(1) introduction
(2) a series of stanzas with the pattern:
(a) “antassa anta kima” (Psalm 101(102) v.27)
(b) “wa-'amatika-ni za-i-yahalli'q”
Pattern (b) is repeated with the same syntax but changes of noun and verb: 
“And Your ... which will n o t...”
(Compare section 5.1, which also starts with “anta amlak bahi'titika” and has 
verses from Psalm 101(102).)
3.4 “elohe amlaka abriham”
This is a petition addressed to God in the second person.
The theme is God’s covenant with the forefathers: Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; 
Moses and Aaron; the priests, prophets and holy ones; Daniel; Ananya, Azarya 
and Misa’el.
Through their virtue, the supplicant asks that his prayers be heard and accepted.
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3.5 “adonay elohe amlaka s'aba'ot, la-bi'rhan za-tasarqo”
The theme is God’s creative power, eternity and omniscience, which are beyond 
man’s comprehension. This theme is reminiscent of the Sabbath night prayer 
“albo za ya’ammi'r mifkru".
The structure is:
(1) opening line “adonay elohe....” (line 1)
(2) a series of lines starting “la-bi’rhan za-tasarqo” (lines 2-18) 
with rhyming endings:
lines 2,3,4,6,7 end in “-qo” 
lines 5,8,9,10 end in “-ka” 
lines 11,12,13,14 end in “-to” 
lines 15, 16 end in “-wi” 
lines 17,18 end in “alam”
Section 4
“yitbarak... za-wShabani afa wa-libb” (This section is not in B, C or D.) 
Parallels are found in Halevy “Prieres des Falachas” pp.6-8 (Leslau “Falasha 
Anthology” pp. 116-118); and in Faitlovitch MS3118 (parts only, in different 
order): ff 3b, 15b-19a, 35a-36b, 19a-21a.
The section comprises a series of formulaic prayers, the theme of which is 
praise of God by angels and beings above and below.
(4.3-4.4: compare the prayer “kalhu kwillu mala’ikt” which is used in the 
Saturday early-morning prayers (SL section 3 part 11))
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4.1 (1) “yitbarak... za-wahabani afa wa-ITbb”
This is a short introduction of personal thanksgiving to God (“.. .who gave me a 
mouth and heart... intelligence and understanding”)
(2) “antimu hi'zb sim’u qaia Tgzi’abher”
This is an exhortation to the people: “You people, hear the word of the Lord, and 
give heed ... to this book..
This phrase is echoed at the end of the book (section 11.6: “And now, you 
people of the Lord, arise and stand and bless the Lord our God..
(3) “kama-zT wa-abrfana...M (MS3118 15b)
The themes are:
(a) communal thanksgiving: “that He fed us / gave us to drink..
(b) offering praise: “as all the angels in heaven praise Him, we also...”
(c) acknowledging people’s sins and God’s righteousness and mercy:
(d) “May the Lord rejoice in His kingdom”.
4.2 “Tm-mTsraqa s'ahay wa-Tska na'arab” (MS3118 f. 16a) The first two lines 
are from Psalm 113(112) v.3. The words have been wrongly divided: it should 
read" wa-Tskana 'arab"
This is a formulaic prayer of praise to Adonay.
The structure is a series of couplets with the refrain “yi‘t’akwat wii-yTssebah sunu 
la-adonay”
(1) (couplets 1-7)
(a) “im -... wa-'iska... ”
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(b) “yit’akwat...”
The theme is the all-encompassing expanse of God's blessing: “from sunrise to 
sunset”, “from north to south”, “from night to day” and so on.
(2) (couplets 8, 9,10,13; couplets 11-12 are subsections of couplet 10)
(a) za- + verb perfective + predicate
(b) “yit’akwat..
The theme is God’s creative power: “who created heaven...”, “who made firm 
the earth...”, “who suspended the sky...”, “who set in place the mountains...”
(3) (couplet 14)
(a) “wa-gabro la-adam bS-amsala zi'ahu”
(b) “yit’akwat...”
The theme is the creation of Adam in God’s image: the culmination of the 
preceding sequence of creative acts.
4.3 (1) The section opens with a brief personal petition: “Hear O Lord my prayer, 
halleluya”.
(2) “wS-fat't'Sromu la-maia’iktihu...”
The theme is the creation of angels;
The structure is a sequence of couplets with the following pattern:
(a) “  y&’akwi‘tuka wd-yisebiihuka”
(b) “n’ihna-ni na’akwi’taka wa-nisebb'ihaka; 
ikkut wa-sibbuh s'imka Ygzi'o la-alam.”
The theme is “as those above... so we below... as angels and heavenly
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powers in the heavens above praise God, so do His earthly worshippers below.
In part (a), those who offer praise are: Michael and Gabriel; 24 priests of heaven; 
multitudes of angels who surround God; angels in clouds, lightning and thunder; 
angels from ends of heaven and earth; Abba Sabra and S'agga Amlak [in Beta 
Israel tradition, the founders/reformers of their prayers and religious 
institutions]; the holy city S’iyon/Iyerusalem.
4.4 “yitbarak... ba-qidmeka ya’ak^i'tuka... sarawita mala’i'ktika...”
(MS3118 f.35a)
This subsection continues the litany of angelic praise.
[Compare “kalhu kwillomu malaT’kt” in the Sabbath morning liturgy.]
(1) the angels in each of the seven heavens offer praise; and all the angels in 
unison respond.
The pattern is:
(a) “halleluyamala’ikt wa-illa ... samay...” (first/second/third... heaven)
(b) “wa-yibilukwi’llomu mala’ikta samayat...”
(2) “halleluyamsebbihaka...”
This is a short linking passage, returning to the earthly worshippers: “we 
praise You...”
(3) “halleluyamalaTkt... ”
This returns to the theme/pattern “as those above... so we below...” (as in 
section 4.3(3) above).
Those offering praise are: angels of the sun/moon/stars; angels in sea and
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land; prophets, righteous and pure ones, martyrs in Paradise; sinners, 
apostates and heretics; the ancestors: Adam, Abel, Noah and Shem; 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; Moses, Aaron and the children of Levi, priests 
and prophets; David King of Israel; Melchizedek, Ezra and Daniel, Enoch, 
Elijah and Elisha; Ananya, Azarya and Misa'el.
4.5 “i'gzi'abher yabari'h lita” : “The Lord will give iignt to me” (Psalm 27)
(in manuscript A only)
The first two lines of this psalm occur in “albo za-ya’ammir m'fkru” (2): night 
prayers for Fri-Sat. (SL section 3 part 2 lines 96-98)
Section 5
5.1 "anta amlak bahi'titika” “You alone are God”
This is a short passage, the theme of which is that God is eternal and 
unchanging; He created heaven and earth; they will pass, but He will endure. 
The descendants of His servants will also endure.
The lines “wa-anta ... la-'alam yis'arn” are from Psalm 101(102)w.26-29.
The lines “wa-anta ... samayat” also occur in the Sabbath night prayer “albo za- 
ya’ammi'r mikru”.
(Compare section 5.1, which also starts with “anta amlak bah'itifika” and has a 
verse from Psalm 101(102).)
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5.2 “adonay elohe Tgzi'abher amlaka Tsra’el s'aba'ot”
(1) This section opens with a short personal petition: “strengthen me, Your 
servant...”
(2) “buruk i'gzi’abher ... qadamawi za-inbalS tTnt...”
Creation hymn (1) (compare sections 5.5 and 9.1)
This is a long formulaic hymn of praise of God (in 3rd person), recounting God’s 
acts of creation on each of the six days of creation, and His sanctification of the 
7th day.
The structure is:
(a) “(Blessed / glorified / praised etc) be the Lord,
Who... (act of creation)
(b) “On the (first / second etc) day He ordained it,
For His mercy is for ever,
And His justice from generation to generation.”
5.3 “yYtfesah Tgzi’abher Tgzi ba-mangistu ’abiyy”
The laws and commandments were given by God to Moses on Mount Sinai; 
there will be no prophet like Moses; those who keep the law of Moses will be 
saved, and those who do not keep it will be judged. This section seems to have a 
polemic intent (vis-a-vis Islam and Christianity).
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5.4 “qiddus qiddus qiddus igzi'abher s'aba'ot,
mal'a k^illo midra si'bhatika aman aman.”
[compare the Jewish Qedushah, Christian Trisaghion; see section 3 above.]
The theme is God’s holiness, omnipotence, and absolute uniqueness.
A key recurring ending-word is "aman" ("true, verily").
5.5 “ama tigabbi'rsamayS...”
Creation hymn (2) (compare sections 5.2 and 9.1)
This is a long formulaic hymn recounting the acts of creation on the 6 days and 
sanctification of the 7th day; it is addressed to God in the 2nd person.
The structure is:
(a) “When You... (act of creation)”
(b) “there was none with You, aman.”
(compare in the Sabbath liturgy a passage in “albo za-ya’ammir mikru” (2): SL 
section 3 part 2 lines 27-34.)
5.6 “i'nza i'zenu gibrika... sim'a-ni Tgzi'o s'alotiya la-gibri'ka”
This is a personal petition for mercy and healing for the supplicant, who declares 
God’s works and trusts in Him.
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5.7 This is a series of verses praising God’s holiness.
The refrain is:
“qiddus qiddus qiddus anta igzi'abher s'aba'ot mgus”
(“holy holy holy Lord of hosts, King.”)
The themes are: sanctification of the Tabernacle and of Aaron and his 
descendants to offer sacrifices and incense in Jerusalem the holy city; 
sanctification of the children of Israel; God’s throne is on the cherubim, He 
dwells on high; His name is holy, and the people Israel are holy and pure; 
sanctification of the Sabbath.
5.8 “adonay adonay adonay”
This is a personal prayer of praise and petition, addressed by the supplicant (1st 
person singular) to the Lord (2nd person). It has the following parts:
(1) “ibankaka ba-kwillu gize.. :  the prayer opens with a short section praising 
God.
(2) “sun'ani s'aloffya la-gabrika...” : the supplicant prays that God remember 
and have mercy on him; show him light and help him in keeping the 
commandments, and forgive and heal his sin; and not rebuke and reject him.
(3) “tSzSkSrani igzi’o bS-kMma tikat.. :  he prays that God remember him as He 
remembered Enoch, Noah and Shem; Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; Moses, 
Aaron and the righteous ones. He asks God to guide and protect him by day 
and by night. He concludes: “I have put myself under the protection of Your 
name, Adonay.”
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Section 6
6.1 “yTtbarak... Tsma lotu wT’Ttu fi'bab wa-mi'kr... ”
This is a short passage declaring God’s wisdom and all-encompassing 
knowledge. The supplicant praises Him and asks that his prayer be heard.
6.2 “kwillomu sarawita mala’Tkt... ” (in manuscript A only)
All the angels praise God; and like them, the supplicant praises Him and again 
asks that his prayer be heard.
6.3 “adonay ni g us za-la-'alam”
“ama yitfesah kwillu ’alam ba-mangistiM...”
This is a formulaic prayer comprising several verses in which the supplicant (1st 
person singular) prays that he will be delivered and included among God’s 
righteous and chosen ones in the general rejoicing in God’s Kingdom.
The structure of each verse is:
(a) “When (the whole world/the angels/the hills and mountains/the seas and 
rivers/Jerusalem/the city of Zion/ the descendants of Aaron) will rejoice in 
Your kingdom...”
(b) “Cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones...”
(c) “Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay eternal King.”
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Section 7
7.1 “yitbarak... igzi'abher bahi'titu amlak Tsebbih zalfa kiyahu...”
The supplicant (1st person singular) praises God (in 3rd person), and declares his 
trust in Him. He praises God’s qualities and declares Him to be King.
The structure is:
(a) “The Lord alone is God.... and every knee will bend to Him, aman aman.”
(b) “I (believe in/trust/give thanks to etc) the Lord.”
(c) “(Great/awesome/exalted etc ) is the Lord.”
(d) “The Lord alone is King...”
7.2 “anta bahi'titika amlak igzi'abher... ”
“amlaka abri'ham...”
This continues the theme of praise; and addresses God in the 2nd person. God is 
unique, eternal, supreme, Creator of all, all-knowing; the one who ordains times 
and seasons.
(“wa-simka-ni...”: compare Sabbath liturgy (SL section 3 part 9) night prayers 
for Friday-Saturday.)
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7.3 “Tgzi'o amlaka Tsra’el girum t'iqqa 'Tbaya m^ngistika...”
The theme is personal contrition. The supplicant (1st person singular) recognises 
that he cannot flee or hide from God’s omniscience and all-seeing eye. He 
acknowledges his unworthiness and fear of judgement; and rebukes the sinful 
parts of his body (tongue, eye, ear) and calls on them to lament and repent. (This 
theme recurs in 8.5 below.)
Section 8
This section comprises a long series of prayers and personal reflections. The 
themes are: God’s power as creator, personal introspection and confession, 
repentance, plea for forgiveness, and profession of faith in and adherence to 
God. Emphasis is on God as King (mgus).
(compare “mgus anta” in Sabbath liturgy night prayers (SL section 3 part 7))
8.1 “yitbarak... za-tYfat'tTr mSbanqt... a’Tti't im-sihtata sigaya...”
God is addressed in the 2nd person.
The supplicant pleads to be purified from his defilement and delivered from his 
sin; he asks to be given a pure heart and wisdom to understand God’s teachings 
and to follow His commandments. He pledges to have faith and to trust only in 
God.
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8.2 “qiddus qTddus qiddus Tgzi'abher s'aba'ot m gus”
This is a declaration of faith in God (in the 3rd person); praise of His glory, 
power, boundless knowledge; His control over the cycles of the sun, moon and 
stars; His dominion over the whole world. It concludes “There is no other God 
besides You, aman aman.”
8.3 “Tgzi'abher amlaka Tsra’el, nTgus anta bahTtiti'ka Tm-qTdma 'aiam ...”
This is a hymn of praise addressed to God (in 2nd person): all creation praises 
God, Who is powerful/magnificent/wonderful... The supplicant likewise 
praises and bows down to Him, accepts His dominion and calls on His name.
8.4 “Tgzi'o nTgus za-la-'alarrT
This comprises a series of 12 verses of praise addressed to God (in 2nd person); 
each verse ends with the refrain “O Lord eternal King”.
The themes are: God’s creative power and dominion over all creation;
God fulfils man’s wishes, whether for good or for evil, and allows man to 
follow his own choice, the lusts of his heart; God is slow to anger; but in the 
final reckoning, man’s own deeds return upon him.
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8.5 “adhmani la-gSbri'ka...”
The supplicant (1st person singular) prays for deliverance from the 
transgressions of the physical organs that cause him to sin: the heart, the tongue, 
the eye, the ear, the hand, the foot (compare section 7.3 above); he asks God to 
turn him from the path of error, so that he will not enter the gates of death and 
descend into the pit of judgement.
8.6 “adonay mahari wa-mSstasahTl...”
This continues the theme of the previous section: the supplicant pleads with 
God not to punish him: he compares himself with “dust of the earth”; he is 
“like a shadow”; he “creeps over the earth like a worm”; he does not know what 
will befall him; he does not understand the inner workings of his own soul. He 
has therefore chosen to submit himself completely to God, his Creator; and 
pleads that God will therefore deliver him from the vain pleasures and 
emptiness of this worldly life.
8.7 “adonay amlaka i'sra’el, at'blba-ni kam& i-yTrsa' higgSka...”
The supplicant pleads that God will grant him wisdom, so that he may not 
neglect God’s law and commandments. He prays for forgiveness from his 
transgressions, deliverance from things which ensnare and lead him astray, 
strengthening, and purification. He concludes with praise for God’s 
omnipotence and His redemption of His people Israel.
At one point he prays that he should not sleep and fall down: maybe this 
strengthens the hypothesis that these prayers were part of a night vigil?
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Section 9
9.1 “yftbardk Tgzi'abher za-fallat'a bTrhan TmTnna s'ilmat... ”
Creation hymn (3) (compare sections 5.2 and 5.5)
This is a formulaic hymn of praise to God (in 3rd person) recounting His acts of 
creation on each of the 6 days, culminating in the creation of Adam, and His 
sanctification of the seventh day as the Sabbath.
The structure is:
(a) “(Praised/holy/exalted/righteous...) is the Lord....
(b) “Who (creative act)
(c) “On the (first/second/third...) day He ordained it.”
9.2 “yitoarak Tgzi'abher zS-yS'aqTb wa-fallat'a bTrhan Tm-s'Tlmat..."
This is a formulaic hymn of praise. It starts with a series of short verses of 
praise beginning with “yitbarak Tgzi'abher”. It continues with a series of short 
verses of praise with the response “halleluya”.
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9.3 “yfizeni nTsebbi'haka...”
This comprises a long series of penitential prayers addressed by the supplicant 
(1st person singular) to God (in 2nd person), with the following themes:
God is all-knowing and controls all; it is impossible to hide from Him;
He foresees what will be, and perceives the hidden thoughts and impulses in 
man’s heart; He knows all secrets.
Man is but dust and ashes; the supplicant confesses his utter worthlessness and 
the vanity of his life; he invokes God’s mercy and pleads for forgiveness and 
deliverance. He prays that God cleanse him from his sin, create in him a pure 
heart, revive his soul through the Orit which is like a flowing spring; and make 
him fruitful like a date-palm beside a waterway. He repeatedly bewails his 
sinfulness, and pleads that God rescue him from judgement on the Day of Awe.
9.4 “adonay adonay adonay..."
The supplicant praises Adonay, Who existed from the beginning and will reign 
for ever, and will keep His covenant with the seed of Abraham. He prays that 
God hear his petition and rescue him from every evil thing.
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Section 10
10.1 "yitbarak wa-y!t’akwat; sTmar Tgzi'o s'aiotiya ba-qidmeka..."
The supplicant asks that God accept his prayer "as a dawn offering and as an 
evening offering". He pleads to be rescued from dangers and transgressions, 
to be made pure and brought close to God, and to be included among God's 
chosen ones. He asks that the darkness be removed from him and that the 
light of God's face and His mercy shine upon him. He pleads his suffering, 
poverty and wretchedness, and that he comes empty-handed before God. He 
asks God to remove his poverty and wretchedness and to bless him.
[Possibly this prayer was said as dawn was approaching?]
10.2 "adonay amlakiyd wa-tdsfayd adonay elohe amlakd Tsra’el 
TbarTkaka wa-igani ISka"
This is a long hymn of praise addressed to God as Adonay (in the 2nd person) 
by the supplicant (1st person singular). Adonay is incomparable, creator of all. 
He created light and darkness, the heavenly bodies, the times and seasons, 
land and sea and phenomena of nature. He knows all their ways and controls 
all by His command.
He is righteous and merciful, and protects and rescues the destitute and those 
who grieve.
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10.3 "za-isayTyas nabiyy": these do not appear to be exact quotes from the 
biblical Book of Isaiah, but rather a paraphrase of themes which occur in 
Isaiah: for example, the destruction of cities (compare Isaiah 1:7, 6:11,14:17, 
17:9, 37:26); and making a straight way (compare Isaiah 40:3-4).
Section 11
The supplication shifts from the individual (1st person singular) to the 
community (1st person plural)
11.1 "yTfoarSk Tgzi'abher amlaka Tsra’el wa-y'fizeni..."
This prayers starts with the opening " yitbarak" formula, and continues with 
the "thirteen attributes" (Exodus 34:6-7) God's mercy, justice, long-suffering 
and compassion over many generations. It concludes with "aqwirTr ma'ataka": 
a plea addressed to God that He cool His anger against His people and be 
merciful to them.
11.2 "Tgzi'o tazakar abawina abriham wa-yi's'haq wa-ya'iqob"
This prayer recalls God's covenant with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, His 
promise that he would make their seed as abundant as the stars and as the sand 
on the seashore; and His forgiveness.
(based on Genesis 22:17)
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11.3 "buruk yitbarak Tgzi'abher... zi’aka Tgzi'o 'abiyy wa-hayyal.
God alone possesses greatness and strength; He rules over all;
His people Israel are "wanderers on the earth... we journey like our fathers... 
our days are as a passing shadow on the earth... nothing endures for ever.." 
Therefore His people should praise His name.
11.4 "qiddus qiddus qiddus.. ."
[apparently an assembly of Biblical verses]
God examines the heart; He desires righteousness, charity, humility; a prayer 
for the rebuilding of Jerusalem, where sacrifices will again be offered.
11.5 "Tgzi'o za-hallo wa-yi'helu, amlaka abSwina..."
This is a prayer of petition that God make right the hearts of those who turn to 
Him; in the heaven above and in the earth below there is no other God; 
the reader should study the book day and night, in order to correct his way 
and gain wisdom and understanding.
11.6 "wa-yiTzeni anti'mu hizba Tgzi'abher tansfu wS-qumu..."
The people are instructed to rise and stand and bless God.
(The phrase " anfimu hizba Tgzi'abher" occurs also earlier in the work: section 
4.1)
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11.7 "wa-wi'Tta amira albo bTrhan..."
The section concludes with a vision of the last days, when Adonay will reign 
in all the earth, and His name will be one.
(based on Zechariah 14: 6-9)
Section 12
Conclusion: "The Book of Supplications is completed." The copyist asks 
for God's mercy and that God not remember his transgressions.
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Part Two 
Baqadami gabra igzi'abher: a Beta Israel liturgical text
Note on translation
This part contains the complete text of Baqadami gabra igzi'abher from Manuscript A, 
with translation into English, and textual variants from Manuscripts B, C and D noted as 
footnotes.
The translation into English was made from Manuscript A, except where otherwise noted. 
The rubrics (text in red) are reproduced from Manuscript A.
The text is arranged as alternating pages of Ge'ez and English, each page of Ge'ez text 
followed by the corresponding page translated into English.
The arrangement in lines of both Ge'ez and English text is mine: my intention was to 
show more clearly the syntactic and metrical patterns of the text.
Regarding divine names, I have translated 'kal\UM\th»C as "Lord" or "the Lord", and 
h9°'\'h as "God". Other names, of Hebrew origin, such as h t t £, 00/*-T, I have
simply transcribed as Adonay, Elohe, S'aba'ot.
In a few places the text appeared to be confused or corrupt, and I was unable to translate 
it; I have simply left question marks in these places.
Note on Ethiopic font
I typed the Ge'ez text using Gamma Unitype version 1.70, with the font WL GeezTimes. 
Unfortunately this font does not distinguish between the 3rd and 6th order labiovelar 
symbols: I therefore had to use h*-1 ^ 1  T- for the 6th order.
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Baqadami gabra igzi'abher. index of sections
Section Subsection Page Opening
1 1.1 79
80
yVtbarak... baqadami gabra igzi'abher 
Blessed be... In the beginning the Lord created
1.2 91
92
wa-kwYllo hamalmala haqal
...and every green herb o f the field
2 2.1 93
94
wa-nababo... ni'gi'romu la-aron wa-la-daqiqu
And the Lord spoke to Moses... tell Aaron and his children
2.2 95
96
wa-muses gabra igzi'abher 
And Moses the servant o f the Lord
2.3 99
100
wa-nababo... an la ahdi'romu la-hizbi'ya... wa-anta azzi'zomu 
And the Lord spoke... assemble My people Israel... and 
command them
2.4 101
102
wa-nababo... wa-wahabo higga za-la-'alam
And the Lord spoke to Moses ... and gave him the eternal law
2.5 101
102
wa-nababo ... anta azzi'zomu la-daqiqa i'sra'el 
And the Lord spoke... command the children of Israel
2.6 105
106
za-s'allaya dawit si'mani Vgzi’o s'aloti'ya [Psalm 63] 
That which David prayed: Hear my prayer, O Lord
3 3.1 107
108
yVtbarak... za-gabraabiyy wa-manki'r
Blessed be the Lord... Who performed great and wondrous
things
3.2 109
110
za-mal'i'lta aryam za-tahadi'r
You Who dwell in the highest heights
3.3 111
112
anta amlak bahi'titika 
You alone are God
3.4 115
116
elohe amlaka abriham amlaka yi'shaq amlaka ya'i'qob 
Elohe God o f Abraham, God o f Isaac, God of Jacob
3.5 117
118
adonay elohe amlaka s'aba'ot la-bi'rhan za-tasarqo
adonay Elohe God o f Hosts, You Who caused the light to shine
4 4.1 119
120
yVtbarak... za-wahabani afa wa-lVbb
Blessed be the Lord... Who gave me a mouth and a heart
4.2 119
120
Vm-mi'sraqa s'ahay wa-iska na'arab 
From the rising o f the sun until its setting
4.3 121
122
si'm'ani Vgzi'o s'aloti’ya halle luya 
wa-fat't'aromu la-mala'Vktihu
Hear my prayer, O Lord, halle luya; and He created His 
angels...
halle luya mala'Vkt 
Halleluya, the angels...
4.4 125
126
yVtbarak... ba-qi'dmeka Vgzi'o ya'akutuka
Blessed be the Lord... before You O Lord the legions o f Your
angels will praise You
halle luya mala'Vkt
Halleluya, the angels...
4.5 129
130
igzi'abher yabarVh lita [Psalm 27] 
The Lord will give light to me
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5.1 131 anta amlak bahi'titika
132 Fow alone are God
5.2 133 adonay elohe igzi’abher amlaka i'sra’el s'aba'ot... 
qadamawi za-i'nbala t'i'nt
134 adonay Elohe Lord God o f Israel... 
first without beginning
5.3 143 yi'tfesah ig z i’abher ba-mangi'stu abiyy
144 May the Lord rejoice in his great kingdom
5.4 145 qi'ddus qi'ddus qi'ddus ig z i’abher s'aba'ot
146 Holy holy holy Lord o f Hosts
5.5 147 ama ti'gabbi'r sam aya... mi'sleka za-albika aman
148 When You were making the heaven... there was none besides 
You, aman
5.6 155 Ynza Yzenu gibrika...
si'm'ani Ygzi'o s'aloti'ya la-gabri'ka
156 While I declare Your work... hear O Lord the prayer o f Your 
servant
5.7 157 qi'ddus qi'ddus qi'ddus anta igzi'abher ni'gus
158 Holy holy holy are You, Lord, King
5.8 161 adonay adonay adonay YbarYkaka ba-kwi'llu gize
162 adonay adonay adonay, I  will bless You at all times
6.1 171 yi'tbarak... Ym-'alam wa-i'ska la-'alam 
Ysma lotu wTi'tu t'Ybab wa-m'fkr wa-hayl
172 Blessed... for ever
For He has wisdom and counsel and might
6.2 171 kwYllomu sarawita mala'Tkt
172 All the legions o f angels
6.3 171 adonay ni'gus za-la-'alam
ama yi'tfesah kwi'llu 'alam ba-mangYstilca
772 adonay, eternal King;
When the whole world will rejoice in your kingdom
7.1 181 yi'tbarak... la-'alam wa-la-'alama 'alam 
igzi'abher bahi'titu amlak YsebbYh zalfa kiyahu
182 Blessed... for ever and ever
The Lord alone is God, I  will continually praise Him
7.2 187 amlaka abr'iham amlaka yi'shaq amlaka ya'i'qob
188 God o f Abraham, God o f Isaac, God o f Jacob
7.3 191 Ygzi'o amlaka Ysra'el gi'rum t'Yqqa 'Ybaya mangi'stYka
192 O Lord God of Israel, very wondrous is the greatness o f Your 
kingdom
8.1 199 yi'tbarak... za-ti'fat't'Yr mabari'qt
200 Blessed... Who creates the lightning
8.2 213 qi'ddus qi'ddus qi'ddus igzi'abher s'aba'ot ni'gus
214 Holy holy holy Lord o f hosts, King
8.3 221 igzi'abher amlaka i'sra'el
ni'gus anta bahi'titika Ym-qi'dma 'alam
222 Lord God o f Israel,
You are King since the beginning o f the world
8.4 225 Ygzi'o ni'gus za-la-'alam
226 O Lord, eternal King
8.5 237 adhi'nani la-gabri'ka
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238 Save me, Your servant
8.6 243 adonay mahari wa-mastasahil
244 adonay merciful and compassionate
8.7 257 adonay amlaka i'sra'el
258 adonay God o f Israel
9 9.1 273 yi'tbarak igzi'abher za-fallat'a bi'rhan Ymmi'na sTlmat
274 Blessed be the Lord, Who separated light from darkness
9.2 277 yi'tbarak igzi'abher za-ya'aqib wa-fallat'a bi'rhan Ym-s'Ylmat
278 Blessed be the Lord Who protects, and divided light from
darkness
9.3 281 yTi'zeni ni'sebYhaka wa-na'akwi'taka ... Ygzi'o amlaka i'sra'el
282 And now, let us praise You and glorify You ... O Lord God of
Israel
9.4 331 adonay adonay adonay za-halloka Ym-t'ikat
332 adonay adonay adonay, Who exists from o f old
10 10.1 335 yi'tbarak wa-yi't'akwat
si'mar Ygzi'o s'aloti'ya ba-qi'dmeka kama mi'swa'i'ta nagh 
336 Blessed and praised
Accept favourably O Lord my prayer before You, as a dawn 
offering
10.2 351 adonay amlakiya wa-tasfaya adonay elohe amlaka i'sra'el;
YbarYkaka wa-i'gani laka 
352 adonay my God and my hope, adonay Elohe God o f Israel;
I will bless You and I will bow down to You
10.3 371 za-isayi'yas nabiy ansa kiyaka tawakalku Ygzi'o
372 Of Isaiah the prophet; I put my trust in You O Lord
11 11.1 371 yi'tbarak... wa-y'fi'zeni Ygzi'o igzi'abher
372 Blessed... and now O Lord
11.2 375 Ygzi'o tazakar abawina abrYham wa-yi'shaq wa-ya'i'qob
376 O Lord, remember our fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
11.3 377 buruk yi'tbarak igzi'abher amlaka i'sra'el abba zi'ana Ym-qi'dma
378 'alam
Truly blessed be the Lord God of Israel, our father from the 
beginning
11.4 381 qi'ddus qi'ddus qi'ddus igzi'abher s'aba'ot
382 Holy holy holy Lord o f hosts
11.5 383 Ygzi'o za-hallo wa-yihelu amlaka abawina
384 O eternal Lord, God of our fathers
11.6 385 wa-yY’Yzeni anti'mu hi'zba igzi'abher
386 And now, you people o f the Lord
11.7 387 wa-w'ffta amira albo bi'rhan
388 And on that day there will be no light
12 3 89 ba-salama igzi'abher tafas's'ama mas'hafa sVYlatat...
yi'tbarak igzi'abher ... maharanni la-gabri'ka 
390 In the peace o f the Lord, the Book o f Supplications is
completed.
Blessed be the Lord... have mercy on me Your servant
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Section 1: 1.1
Blessed be the Lord, God of Israel, God of all spirit and of all flesh.
In the beginning the Lord made heaven and earth; and the earth was from the 
beginning. And it was not seen and it was not prepared. And darkness [was] 
over the deep. And the spirit of the Lord was hovering over the water, and the 
Lord said: Let there be light. And the Lord saw the light, that the light was 
good. And the Lord separated between light and between darkness, and the 
Lord named the light Day. And the darkness He named night. And there was 
night and morning, and it was one day.
And the Lord said on the second dawn, Let there be a firmament in the midst 
of the water, to separate in the midst of the water. And it was so, and the Lord 
made a firmament
29 D omits "IdhA:
30 B adds above line (? - faded)
31 D adds •flcyV
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and the Lord separated between the water of the lower firmament and between 
the water of the upper firmament. And the Lord named that firmament 
Heaven. And the Lord saw that it was good; and there was night and morning, 
and it was the second day.
And the Lord said on the third dawn, Let the water below Heaven be gathered 
into one place. And let dry land appear. And it was so, and the water was 
gathered into its gathering-place. And the dry land appeared; and the Lord 
named the dry land Earth. And He named the gathering of the water Sea; and 
the Lord saw that it was good. And the Lord said, Let the Earth sprout green 
herbage, that sows its seed, each according to its seed, each according to its 
species, and each according to its likeness; and trees that are fruitful and 
produce fruit that seed springs from within it. And its seed will be over the 
whole earth, each according to its species.
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And it was so, and the Earth brought forth green herbage that produces seed, 
each according to its species and each according to its appearance, and trees 
that are fruitful and produce fruit that seed comes out from within it, and is 
over the earth, each according to its species; and the Lord saw that it was 
good. And there was night and morning, and it was the third day.
And the Lord said on the fourth dawn, Let there be lights in the firmament of 
Heaven, to give light over the Earth, and to separate between day and night, 
and to be for signs and for seasons and for days and for months and for years; 
that it should be a light-giver in the firmament of Heaven, that they should 
give light over the earth. And it was so, and the Lord made 2 great lights,
84
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the greater light to rule over the day, and the lesser light to rule over the night, 
with its stars; and the Lord placed them in the firmament of Heaven. And it 
was so, and the Lord made [them] to give light over the Earth, and to govern 
the day and the night, and to separate between day and night. And the Lord 
saw that it was good, and there was night and morning, and it was the fourth 
day.
And the Lord spoke on the fifth dawn, and the Lord made 2 great sea- 
monsters, Behemoth and Leviathan; and everything that contains the spirit of 
life, that moves, that the water brings forth, each according to their species, 
birds that fly with wings, and those [creatures] that go on foot, according to 
their species; and the Lord saw that it was good. And all birds that fly. And the 
Lord blessed them
137 C adds CD'h'fc
138 D omits
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141 B red illegible until
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and said to them, Be numerous and multiply and fill the Earth. And let the 
birds increase over the Earth; and there was night and morning, and it was the 
fifth day.
And the Lord said on Friday morning, Let the earth bring forth the species of 
animal, and [creatures] that creep on the earth, according to their species; and 
it was so; and the Lord again made animals of the wilderness according to 
their species, and everything that crawls on the earth according to its species, 
and wild animals according to their species; and the Lord saw that it was good 
And the Lord said, Let us make man in Our image and in Our likeness, to rule 
over the fish of the sea and the beasts of the land, and the birds of the sky, and 
the animals and the whole earth. And the Lord made Adam in His own 
likeness. Male and female He made them; and the Lord blessed them and said 
to them,
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Be blessed; increase and multiply and fill and subjugate the whole earth. And 
rule over the fish of the sea and the beasts of the earth, and the birds of the 
sky, and all animals, and all that crawls on the earth, in which there is the 
spirit of life. And the Lord said, I have given you all green herbage that 
produces seed and germinates; sow each kind of seed on the earth, and all 
trees in which there is seed, and that produce fruit; let it be for you food, and 
for all the beasts of the earth and for all the birds of the sky, and for all 
[creatures] that crawl on the earth, in which is the spirit of life. And let all 
green herbage be for you food. And it was so.
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And the Lord made all that He had devised, and the Lord saw all that He had 
made, that it was very good. And there was night and morning, and it was the 
sixth day.
Chapter 2. And Heaven and Earth were completed, and all the world; and He 
completed the making of His work on the sixth day; and the Lord rested on the 
sixth day from all His work. And the Lord blessed the seventh day [and] 
sanctified it, because on it He rested from ail His work, that the Lord began to 
perform. This book [is] concerning the creation of Heaven and Earth.
1.2 On the day that the Lord made Heaven and Earth, and before there 
was any wild vegetation on the earth, and before any green herbage sprouted 
on the earth; and before He created Adam; and the Lord had not caused rain to 
fall on the earth; and there was no-one to cultivate the earth; but a spring of 
water was ascending from the earth, to water the dry land; and the Lord made 
Adam from the earth. And He breathed over his face the spirit of life, and 
mankind came into existence and came alive through the spirit of life. And the 
Lord God planted a garden in Edom eastward. And the Lord placed there
241 BC fVTP
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Edom [sic: ?Adam] that He had made. And the Lord caused to grow from the 
earth every tree that is beautiful in appearance. The tree of life also He planted 
in the garden, and the tree that gives knowledge of good and evil. And a river 
was rising and emerging from before it to water the garden; and from here it 
was divided into the 4 comers of the world. And the name of the 1 st river is 
Ifeson [Pishon], that goes round the whole land Ewilat'on [Havila], where 
there is gold, and the gold of this [? - text confused].
and here is the precious stone [? zaya'atu] and emerald. And the name of the 
second river is Giyon [Gihon], that goes round the whole land 
Ifiyop'i’ya [Kush]. And the third river, its name is T’egros [Tigris or Hiddeqel], 
that goes round Fars [Persia; MT: Asshur]. And the fourth river, its name is 
Ifrafis, that goes round and passes in the midst of Babilon. And the Lord took 
Adam that He had created, and placed him in the garden of pleasure, to 
cultivate the garden and to guard it. And the Lord commanded Adam and 
Hewan [Eve] and said to them, From all the trees that are in the garden, eat. 
And the Lord caused Adam to dwell eastward from the garden of delight. And 
the Lord commanded Surafel in whose hands was fire, and Kirubel, a sword of 
fire that was turning, to guard the way to the tree of life.
Section 2: 2.1 Chapter. And the Lord spoke to Moses and said to him:
Speak to Aaron and to his children; and he said to them: Thus you are to bless 
the children of Israel, and you are to say to them the name, and they are to set 
My name upon the children of Israel, and you are to say to them, and even I, 
the Lord, [it is] who will bless them. According to this the priests are to bless 
in the name of the Lord, when they stand to bless the people. Thus they are to 
say: May the Lord bless and keep you; And may the Lord show His face to 
you, and guide you
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in goodness to [where] there is life;
And may the Lord set His face towards you and give you peace.
2.2 And Moses [was] the servant of the Lord, and the appearance of 
Moses’ face was very awesome, and the appearance of his face was awesome, 
light that shines, like light that comes out from the sun. And the likeness of 
Moses' eyes was like [the constellation] Orion, very beautiful. And the hosts 
of the Lord were surrounding the throne of the Lord, and his [?its] appearance 
[was like] the light of lightning, and the glory of the Lord was covering his 
face. The diadem of his crown [was] of gold. And the Lord spoke to Moses 
and said to him: I live and My eternal name lives, the Lord said, I will reign 
alone, living and mighty, I the God of Israel.
And the sweet odour of Moses, there was nothing [like it] on earth. And 
Moses was very humble; among the men of old,
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and those of latter times, there was none as humble as My servant Moses. And 
Moses was a God-fearing man; he was standing on the right hand before the 
Lord night and day. His eyes shed tears that descended to the sole of his foot. 
The might of his arm was very strong, even though Moses' hands were heavy. 
And there was a man who was supporting Moses' hands, and Moses loved that 
man.
And his sides were 2 [cubits] wide on the one side, and 2 [cubits] on the other 
side, according to the cubit of Aaron; the span was increased according to the 
arm of Aaron. And he was the son of Rofonqos, and his name was Iroma’el; 
he was a very swift runner, and his voice was like the voice of a chariot-wheel 
turning; none could escape
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from his hands.
And the children of Israel departed from Ramose and arrived at Rafed.
2 . 3  And the Lord spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sana [sic], between 
the mountain and the children of Israel: You, make My children halt, and you, 
command them. And Moses assembled the whole multitude of the children of 
Israel, and said to them: This [is the] thing which the Lord says, that you 
should work six days and do all your work; and on the seventh day you are to 
rest, [for] it is holy. Halleluyah, halleluyah, Sabbath the rest of the Lord our 
God. Whoever does work on it, on the Sabbath, is to die. And do not kindle 
fire in all your dwellings on the day of My holy Sabbath,
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says the Lord.
And Moses went up into the mountain of the Lord. These are the angels [who 
were] ascending and descending, the guardians of Moses: Nafer, Irmon, 
Rufa’el, Seqyar, Nafer, five angels. Their wings [were] wings of fire; they 
brought him in on the right. These are the glorious and holy angels . . . (?)  
Ramna’el, Nasedaser, Genador, Alom’alemm, Abrasi'r, Hedramon, 
fzrayis; eight [sic] angels brought him out on the left, the attendants of Moses.
2.4 And the Lord spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai, and gave him the 
eternal law. And He said to him: make for yourself and tell to your people; 
write in a scroll, read in it day and night. For you will make right your path; 
and in it those who seek out the word of the Lord will gain wisdom and will 
understand.
2.5 And the Lord spoke to Moses and said to him: You, command the 
children of Israel and the children of Levi and tell them: Wash yourselves on 
Friday, [for] My holy Sabbath is approaching;
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I [am] the Lord. You foolish ones; wash yourselves and be clean before the 
Lord. Having washed yourselves in great water on Friday, exalt the glory of 
the Lord, and magnify [Him]: great is Your name for ever. Sabbath of 
sanctity and brightness and worship and praise. Eat and be satisfied and bless 
the Lord your God.
(?) mercy, and her name is called Sahi'lta, and her intercession finds 
compassion, mercy and grace. And they will inherit the treasuries of heaven. 
You, command My people Israel that they should give alms on the Sabbath 
day and on the day of the New Moon. After that, wash in water on Friday; (?) 
let 49 be reckoned
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on the Sabbath day and to the Lord (?) 9 hours / the 9th hour.
2.6 [Dawit 63 = Psalm 64] [The prayer] that David prayed:
Hear me , O Lord, my prayer that I entreated You.
From fear of the enemy, deliver my soul;
and hide me from the conspiracy of the wicked, 
and from the multitude of the workers of iniquity; 
who have sharpened their tongue like a snake, 
and have bent their bow to do a bitter thing, 
to kill the innocent man in secret.
They suddenly shoot at them and do not fear,
and they encourage each other in an evil thing, 
and they conspire to conceal a trap and to destroy, 
and they say, there is none who will see us, 
and they seek out iniquity,
and they are consumed while they are searching and they set forth, 
and it enters deep in the heart.
But the Lord rises up;
like a crushed building (? or like the building of a child) is their fury.
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and their tongue becomes feeble upon them,
and all those who see them are amazed,
and all men are afraid,
and tell the work of the Lord,
and know His doing.
The righteous man will rejoice in the Lord, 
indeed he will trust in Him, 
and all the upright in heart will be honoured.
Section 3: 3.1 Blessed be the Lord God of Israel,
Who created great things and wonders, marvellous, the only holy one; 
And blessed and sanctified be the name of His glory,
Holy and blessed for ever.
And the glory of the Lord fills the whole earth,
May it be, may it be, one is His name.
Holy holy holy Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world;
Blessed blessed blessed Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world;
Exalted exalted exalted Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world;
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Magnified magnified magnified Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world; 
Glorious glorious glorious Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world;
Praised praised praised Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world;
Lauded lauded lauded Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world; 
Righteous righteous righteous Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled the whole world.
3.2 You dwell in the highest heights,
In Your abode and on Your exalted throne,
And You are glorified in all the congregations,
Your throne, O Lord, is exalted in the highest heights, 
And the whole world is Your handiwork, O Lord.
We have not seen with our eyes,
And we have not heard with our ears,
And we have not pondered in our hearts,
And we have not imagined in our souls,
Another god besides You.
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Before You was no other Lord, maker of all;
3.3 You alone are God,
You were from of old,
And You will be until eternity, always, first and last,
Now and always for ever and ever.
As for You, You are the same, and Your epoch will not come to an end; 
As for You, You are the same, and Your kingdom will not be abolished, 
And Your power is invincible,
And Your strength is untiring,
And Your magnificence will not be humbled,
And the splendour of Your name will not be decreased,
And the praise of the fame of Your exaltation will not be diminished, 
And Your light will not be darkened,
And Your decree will not be abrogated,
The pillar of Your word will not be overthrown,
And Your wisdom will not fall into error,
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And Your counsel \ 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You, You alone are 
You alone are God, 
You, You alone are 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
You alone are God, 
A righteous God ov
vill not be concealed. 
God of all;
Lord of all;
King of all;
Creator of all; 
Conqueror of all; 
God, Omnipotent; 
Slayer of all;
God, Destroyer of all; 
Saviour of all;
Life of all;
Sustainer of all; 
Protector of all; 
Restorer of all;
Raiser of all; 
Supporter of all; 
Helper of all;
er all creation.
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3.4 Elohe God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob;
Who made an eternal covenant,
And to their seed for ever and ever;
Elohe God of Moses and Aaron,
Who made Your words heard to them at Mount Sinai,
To instruct the children of Israel;
Adonay, Elohe, God of the priests, the prophets and the saints,
Elohe of Daniel, of Ananya, Azarya and Misa'el Your servants,
By their faith in God, You delivered them safe and sound;
And I also, Your servant, I will call upon Your name and praise Your name; 
Do not send me away from before Your face;
Hear also, O Lord, my prayer and my entreaty, my God;
And accept favourably, O Lord, the word of my mouth; in You do I trust.
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3.5 Adonay, Elohe, God of S'aba'ot;
You Who make the light shine,
Who know the depth of the deepness,
Who see and perceive every mystery;
Who will reckon Your glory, O Lord?
Your wisdom, Your activity, and all Your glory?
There is no counsel that is not known,
And there is no deed that is remote from Your glory and the light of Your 
face;
Adonay, Your work is mighty,
And Your counsel is hidden from human beings;
And Your epoch will never come to an end for ever.
Who, then, will know and will declare His beginning and His end?
And there is no man who can know it,
And who can acquire understanding,
The tongue cannot tell or communicate it 
O that I might declare the beginning of the First!
614 BCD Xrth
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And when is the beginning and end of the Last?
Is it not from of old, from before time,
And likewise continually for ever,
Such is Your kingdom, Adonay,
Holy holy holy, eternal Lord is Your name.
Section 4: 4.1
Blessed be the Lord God of Moses and Israel,
Who gave me a mouth and a heart,
Who gave me intelligence and understanding.
You people, hear the word of the Lord,
And give heed in your hearts to this book,
That the Lord loved me and gave me
this book, that we should perform our prayers in our life.
Blessed be the Lord, praised be the Lord;
As He fed us, as He gave us to drink,
As all the angels of heaven praise Him and bless Him;
We also, acknowledging our sins, [and] that there is no goodness in us; 
[He is] righteous, according to His great mercy.
May the Lord rejoice in His kingdom.
Great is the Lord, and abundant is His praise.
Give thanks and say, Praised, praised, praised is Adonay.
4 . 2
From the rising of the sun until the sunset,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
From the south to the north,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
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From the north to the south,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
From one side to the other,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
From dawn until evening,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
From night until day,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
From noon until noon,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
Who created heaven in His wisdom,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
Who made firm the earth without a support,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
Who suspended the sky like an arch without a pillar,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
The sun to rule the day,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
The sun and the moon and the stars to rule the night,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
Who set in place the mountains and the hills,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
And made Adam in His own image,
Praised and glorified be the name of Adonay;
4.3 Hear, O Lord, my prayer, Halleluyah;
And created His angels,
And those who minister in a flame of fire before Him .
Michael and Gabriel will praise and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Twenty-four priests of Heaven, who bum incense around Your lofty throne,
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
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One hundred thousand angels who stand before Your face 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Tens of thousands of angels 
who stand to Your right and to Your left 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Tens of thousands of angels 
who stand before You and behind You 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Halleluyah, the angels who are in heaven 
Will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Halleluyah, the angels who are in the clouds, 
and in the lightning-flashes and the thunder, 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Halleluyah; the angels who are in the uttermost ends of heaven, 
and who are in the uttermost ends of the earth, 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Our father Abba Sabra and S'agga Amlak 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Zion, Jerusalem, Your holy city 
will praise You and glorify You.
We also will praise You and glorify You,
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Praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
4.4 Blessed be the Lord God of Israel.
Before You, O Lord, the legions of Your angels
will praise You and glorify You, each in their time and each in their turn, 
and will say: The mortal and earthly race is conquered, 
the forever immortal One has conquered.
And all the angels of the heavens will say:
Halleluyah, halleluyah, halleluyah,
Our Creator, our Lord, our God, God of gods, 
and Lord of lords, and King of kings.
And those in the second heaven;
And all the angels of heaven will say,
O Lord Who lives for ever,
Who will never die for ever;
Halleluyah; and the angels who are in the third heaven;
And all the angels of the heavens will say:
Killer of every living thing, You Who do not die;
Halleluyah; and the angels who are in the fourth heaven,
And all the angels of heaven will say,
Longsuffering Lord, in Whom is strength and no anger,
Good Lord, gentle to the humble in heart;
Halleluyah; and the angels who are in the fifth heaven;
And all the angels of the heavens will say,
Holy, holy, holy Lord,
and living Adonay Who performs wonders,
Who brings new things, Who reveals all marvels;
Halleluyah; and the angels who are in the sixth heaven,
And all the angels of the heavens will say,
Your throne [is] surrounded with fire,
and a curtain of lights [is] before the face of the exalted One;
And all the angels of heaven will say,
Halleluyah, halleluyah, halleluyah,
For ever immortal,
in the judgement of Your might.
Halleluyah; and the angels who are in the seventh heaven,
And all the angels of the heavens will say with one voice:
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We will glorify You and praise You for ever.
And all the angels of heaven will say,
The First, You are our Lord, courageous for ever, Who are without impurity. 
Halleluyah; we will glorify You and praise You and exalt You, 
in the splendour of Your holy glory.
Halleluyah; in the judgement of Your might, 
and in the power of Your mighty hand;
Halleluyah; throughout the day and throughout the night,
we will bow down and praise You, Who gave us a voice to praise You,
the Lord, for ever and ever, amen.
Halleluyah; the angels who run 
with the sun and moon and stars 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Halleluyah, the angels in the sea and those who are on the dry land 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Halleluyah; as the angels will glorify You and praise You, 
so also will we praise You and glorify You, 
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Halleluyah; 99 tribes of angels 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Halleluyah; 15 oracles of prophets 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Halleluyah; the righteous and the pure 
and the martyrs in Paradise 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Halleluyah; sinners and apostates and transgressors
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and heretics in the damnation of judgement 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
Our forefathers, our first ancestor Adam,
and Abel and Noah and Shem,
the forefathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Moses and Aaron and the children of Levi, priests and prophets,
and David, king of Israel,
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You, 
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
And Melchizedek, His priest for ever; Ezra and Daniel,
Enoch, Elijah and Elisha, 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You, 
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever. 
Ananya and Azarya and Misa'el 
will praise You and glorify You;
we also will praise You and glorify You,
praised and glorified be Your name, O Lord, for ever.
4.5 The Lord will give light to me, He will save me; 
what will make me afraid?
The Lord is my life's reliance; what will dismay me?
When evil men were approaching me to eat my flesh,
And my enemies to torment me,
They became weary and fell.
Even though hosts attack me, my heart will not fear;
And even though an army assails me, I have put my trust in Him. 
One thing I have asked of the Lord, and that I will pursue:
That I may dwell in the house of the Lord,
And that I may serve in His Temple;
For He hid me in His shelter on the day of my affliction,
And He covered me in the hidden place of His protection,
And He raised me on a rock.
The Lord is my head over my enemies.
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I went around and offered sacrifice in His tabernacle,
I shouted with joy to Him.
I will praise and I will glorify in song the Lord.
Hear, 0  Lord, my voice, my prayer that I pray to You.
Be compassionate to me and hear me; to You my heart speaks.
And I sought Your face; I will seek Your face, O Lord.
And do not turn Your face, O Lord, from me;
and do not turn away from Your servant Ta'amino [? your anger],
Be for me my helper, and do not cast me away.
For my father and mother rejected me, and the Lord accepted me.
Lead me, O Lord, in Your way,
and teach me the way of Your righteousness, on account of my enemies.
Do not hand me over to those who will torment me, 
for unjust witnesses have risen against me.
I believe that I shall see the good things of the Lord in the land of the living. 
Have confidence in the Lord; be patient and strengthen your heart;
And have confidence in the Lord.
Section 5: 5.1 You alone are God and King over all;
For You made everything,
and You created the whole world;
and You first established the earth,
and the heavens are the work of Your hands.
As for them, they will perish; but You will [continue to] exist.
And all will become worn-out as a garment;
and like a cloak You will change them, and they will be transformed.
But You are the same, and Your epoch will not come to an end.
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The children of Your servants will continue, 
and their seed will endure for ever.
5.2 Adonay, Elohe, Lord God of Israel, of S'aba'ot.
Strengthen me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
in staying close to You and in worshipping You,
make me wise, Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
in Your commandment and in Your word,
and in keeping Your just ordinance, Adonay, Elohe.
Blessed be the Lord, praised be the Lord.
First without beginning 
and last without end,
Who was and is, since before the world was created, 
and since before the light was separated, 
and since before the path of the light was made manifest, 
and since before the gates of the light were opened,
The Being Who separated light from darkness, 
having separated it, He named the light Day,
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and the darkness He named Night.
On the first day He ordained it;
for His mercy is for ever,
and His justice from generation to generation.
Glorified, glorified, glorified is the Lord; the Lord be glorified;
wise in His wisdom, Who made a firmament between the waters. 
On the second day He ordained it; 
for His mercy is for ever, 
and His justice from generation to generation.
Lauded, lauded, lauded , the Lord be lauded;
Who gathered the waters in their gathering-place, 
so that the dry land might appear;
and the Lord named the dry land Earth,
and the gathering of water He named Sea;
and He established the earth by the measure of His mighty word, 
that it should not be moved;
690 BC H'V./,- D
691 C (lmW.-t-
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Who caused to grow all green vegetation
that produces seed and germinates,
each in [according to] its seed and each in its kind,
and each in its likeness and each in its offspring;
and each in its flower and each in its fruit,
and each in its scent and each in its taste;
And fruitbearing trees to be for food, for every living being that moves. 
On the third day He ordained it; 
for His mercy is for ever, 
and His justice from generation to generation.
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord,
Who set lights in the sky,
to give light in the firmament of the sky,
to give light on the earth,
and to distinguish between day and night,
721 BCD 'f ic n
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to be for a sign and for time,
and for days and for months and for years.
And He made two great lights,
the greater light to rule over the day,
and the lesser light to rule over the night, with its stars;
thus He made and decreed it.
On the fourth day He ordained it,
Whose ordinance will not be annulled;
for His mercy is for ever,
and His justice from generation to generation.
Honoured, honoured, honoured is the Lord; may the Lord be honoured. 
Living Lord, God of life,
Who created living things that move,
and birds that fly over the earth and beneath the heaven,
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and fish and great sea-monsters, every living thing, 
that moves, that comes from the water, each in their kind.
On the fifth day He ordained it,
for His mercy is for ever,
and His justice from generation to generation.
Exalted, exalted, exalted is the Lord; may the Lord be exalted. 
Lord, Creator, King;
Who created the race of animals that move, 
and serpents, each in their kind; 
and He made Adam and Eve in His likeness, 
to procreate and to multiply on the earth.
On the sixth day He ordained it,
for His mercy is for ever,
and His justice from generation to generation.
Praised, praised, praised is the Lord;
May the Lord be praised, the Lord;
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Who rested on the seventh day, 
having completed the making of the sky and the earth 
and the sea and the dry land, and all that is in them; 
having completed [these] on the sixth day,
He blessed and sanctified and chose 
the seventh day from all days;
for His mercy is for ever,
and His justice from generation to generation.
5.3 The Lord God rejoices in His great kingdom,
Who gave commandments and an ordinance to the people Israel, 
and Sabbaths and festivals, to rejoice in them, 
at Mount Sinai by the hand of His servant Moses;
You gave us Your commandments, proclaiming them in Your voice, 
writing them with Your hand, indeed You pronounced it in Your voice; 
to My servant Moses on Mount Sinai.
None will arise like the prophet Moses.
Moreover, the one who has professed and kept the law of Moses will be 
saved;
808 D omits
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and the one who has not professed the law of Moses will be judged.
It is Moses who gave to us and to our fathers the commandments of life, 
that we should rejoice in them.
The Lord rejoices in His great kingdom;
may there be glory and worship for ever and ever.
5.4 Holy, holy, holy Lord of S'aba'ot,
Your glory has filled all the earth, aman.
Holy, holy, holy Lord of S’aba'ot,
Your glory has filled all the earth, aman.
Your throne, O Lord, is in the highest heights, aman.
And the whole world is Your handiwork, O Lord,
You Who will endure, O Lord, for ever;
and Who look down from on high, Who are exalted in heaven.
Your throne will not be overthrown, and Your glory will not end, aman. 
And Your angels stand in awe, aman.
And by Your command the spirits of heaven and fire and water exist, aman. 
And Your word is mighty, and Your saying will endure;
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and the voice of Your decree is powerful, 
and Your command is awesome, aman.
And the oceans dry up at the voice of Your command,
and Your anger melts the mountains;
and the righteousness of Your name is for ever, aman.
Who is God like the Lord our God?
In the heaven above and in the earth below, there is one Lord.
Before You there was no other Lord God besides You, aman;
and after You there will be no other God, aman.
We have not seen with our eyes, and we have not heard with our ears;
there is no other God besides You, aman, aman.
5.5 When You were making the heaven on the first day,
there was none with You, aman.
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When You separated the light from the darkness,
there was none with You who separated, aman.
When You were setting a firmament between the waters,
[there was none] with You, aman.
When You gathered the waters into their gathering-place, 
by Your word, aman.
The earth appeared, the dry land came into being, 
many waters had concealed it.
When the earth caused to grow at Your command 
green vegetation and fruitbearing trees;
when You were performing all these acts in understanding and in wisdom, 
There was none who helped You, aman.
When You commanded the lights with Your voice, 
to be in the firmament, 
to give light on the earth,
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to be for a sign and for time and for days and for months and for years, 
to give light on the earth, 
and to distinguish between day and night, 
the greater light to rule the day, 
and the lesser light to rule the night, with its stars; 
when You ordained all these by Your word,
there was none who ordained with You, aman aman.
When You commanded the water in Your wisdom,
to bring forth every living thing that moves on the earth,
and birds to fly over the earth,
and fish and sea-monsters under the sky,
and every living thing that moves,
that the water brought forth according to their kind,
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at that time there was no wise one with You, aman.
When You commanded the earth by Your word 
to bring forth the race of animals, 
and serpents that move, according to their kind,
at that time there was none who commanded with You, aman.
When You were making man in Your likeness and in Your image, 
to rule over the fish and the sea-monsters 
and the beasts and animals and the whole earth,
at that time there was none who consulted with You, aman, aman.
When You gave rest to the seventh day, the Sabbath day, 
having completed on the sixth day 
all the making of light and darkness, 
and all the making of night and day, 
and all the making of heaven and earth, 
and all the making of the sea and the dry land, 
with everything that You set in them;
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at that time You alone decreed it,
there was no other who decreed besides You,
there was none who consulted with You, aman,
there was no wise one with You, aman, aman.
5.6 Therefore I will declare Your work and I will praise Your kingdom,
And I will call on Your name and glorify You.
Hear, O Lord, my prayer, of Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and hearken to my request.
O Lord, in Your anger do not afflict me,
and in Your wrath do not chastise me.
Have mercy on me, O Lord, for I am sick;
and heal me, for my bones are perturbed,
and my soul is exceedingly weary.
As for You, O Lord, until when?
Now, O Lord, restore and liberate my soul,
and do not remove Your mercy from me.
I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, have placed my trust in You;
may Your glory, Lord, be for ever and ever.
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5.7 Holy, holy, holy are You, Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Who are praised in Your glory, and sanctified in Your holiness, 
in the Orit and in splendour, aman, aman;
Holy, holy, holy Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Who sanctified the Tabernacle and Your sacrificial place,
Who sanctified Aaron and his children, 
to raise up Your offering to You, 
and to bring Your sacrifice to You, 
and to bum Your incense to You, 
in the holy place within the Tabernacle, 
and in Jerusalem Your holy city, 
on which You called Your name.
Holy, holy, holy Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Who named the children of Israel holy,
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that You should be their God,
and that they should know that You are the Lord their God, 
Who brought them out of the land of Egypt, 
to name them and to be their God.
Holy, holy, holy [are] You, Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Your throne is on the cherubim,
Your dwelling-place is in the highest heights,
Your holy angels praise You,
and You bestow the spirit on those who serve You,
in a flame of fire before You.
Holy, holy, holy Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Holy is Your name and holy is Your remembrance; 
holy, holy, Israel, the holy ones, the pure ones, 
the remembrance of Jacob, our remembrance for ever.
Holy, holy, holy Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Who sanctified Your holy Sabbath from all the days
1054 D
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and from all days for ever.
Holy, holy, holy Lord of S'aba'ot, King,
Who gave us Your blessed Sabbath,
Who sanctified us by the commandments of Your Orit.
May Your name be praised and Your kingdom magnified for ever.
5.8
Adonay, Adonay, Adonay, I will bless You at every time, 
and Your praise is always in my mouth; 
and I will declare Your greatness and Your justice, 
and the greatness of Your kingdom is in my mouth, 
from generation to generation, 
all the days of my life for ever.
My soul will be honoured in the Lord, saying,
Great is the Lord and great is Your glory, Lord, and great is Your might.
Great is Your kingdom, Lord,
I will proclaim Your name and I will praise Your kingdom.
Hear, O Lord, my prayer, of Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
remember me in Your mercy, and have mercy on me in Your deliverance,
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me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
that I may see the beauty of Your chosen ones, 
and that I may rejoice in the joy of Your people, 
and that I may be honoured in Your inheritance,
I Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
O Lord God of the patriarchs Abraham and Isaac, God of Jacob,
God of all spirit and of all flesh; 
may Your precept help me, and all Your benevolence; 
show me, O Lord, Your light and Your righteousness, 
and I will walk in Your uprightness.
Do not let me turn aside to the right or to the left from Your commandments, 
that Your servant Abba Ta'amno may not die;
as the foolish people abandoning Your commandments.
Hear, O Lord, according to Your goodness, 
and wipe out my iniquity
according to the greatness of Your abundant mercy, 
and heal all my iniquity and my sin, 
according to the greatness of Your justice.
For I know that You are merciful, Lord,
and Your name is compassionate, O Lord God of Israel.
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I have faith and I put my trust in You;
and I will not be subject to the dominion of another besides You.
Do not expel me from Your dominion,
and do not remove me from the commandments of Your righteous decree, 
as an adversary who despises Your word, 
and as an enemy who reviles Your law.
Indeed, my heart has returned within Your law,
and all my thought is in keeping Your commandments.
Fill my mouth with Your praise,
and make straight my tongue to teach Your words.
Look upon me and be gracious to me,
may Your mercy and righteousness always be with me.
Consent, O Lord, to deliver me from all my sin that lies in wait for me, 
and from all transgression that impedes me from observance.
Adonay, O Lord my God, do not cast me aside and do not abandon me, 
and do not despise me, and do not rebuke me, 
and do not forget me and do not oppress me,
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and do not humiliate me and do not estrange me 
and do not put me to shame, 
and do not bring upon me the derision of Satan 
and the mockery of my enemies,
All the days of my life, for ever and ever, aman.
Remember me, 0  Lord, as in ancient times, 
as Enoch and as Noah and as Shem, 
and as Abraham and as Isaac and as Jacob, 
and as Moses and Aaron and Your righteous ones;
And do not be forgetful towards me,Your servant Abba Ta'amno, 
all the days of my life,
what I have spoken and how I have walked in all my way, 
that is not hidden like baboons (? apes / wild asses) in caves, 
and like hyraxes among the rocks, 
and like frogs in brooks of water, 
for I am perturbed in the night, and I am agitated in the day.
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Adonay, my reliance, 
by day be for me a shepherd, 
and by night be for me a protector;
strengthen my steps in Your way, that my foot may not stumble;
You, O Lord, guard me and protect me, 
from this generation for ever.
Incline Your ear and hear my voice.
I will praise Your mercy, that delivers those who put their trust in You
from those who rise up against Your right hand.
Protect me like the pupil of the eye,
and conceal me in the shadow of Your wings,
from the face of sinners who humiliate me.
You are my refuge from this my affliction that has come upon me;
and my joy, because You delivered me from those who persecuted me.
May Your mercy, O Lord, be upon me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
as I call on Your name.
Say to my soul, I am your helper.
I have no other to trust in besides You;
I have put myself under the protection of Your name, Adonay.
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Section 6: 6.1
May the Lord be blessed from this time and for ever.
For His is wisdom and understanding and might; 
and it is He Who changes years and days; 
and He enthrones kings and deposes them;
and He gives wisdom to the wise, and understanding to the counsellors; 
and He makes manifest what is secret and what is revealed; 
and He knows everything that is in darkness, and to Him all is light. 
You are the God of our fathers; I will bow down and praise You, 
for You have given me wisdom and knowledge to bless [You].
That which I have asked of You,
hear my prayer, of Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
6.2 All the companies of angels,
all the holy spiritual ones who are invoked in a flame of fire,
and surrounded by the flame of the might of the Cherubim, glorify You;
and the Seraphim sanctify You;
and the Archangels shout with jubilation to Your exalted name; 
and the company of angels chant hymns to Your glory; 
and all of them together with one voice say and respond and say, 
each in their pleasant melody:
Your name, O Lord, we have proclaimed.
Like them, I also praise You and pray to You;
Hear my prayer, of Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
6.3 Adonay, eternal King.
When the whole world will rejoice in Your kingdom,
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in the deliverance of Your people Israel, 
and in the mercy shown to Jerusalem Your holy city; 
cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel; 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous.
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When the holy angels will rejoice in Your kingdom, 
in the deliverance of Your people Israel, 
and in the mercy shown to Jerusalem Your city; 
cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel; 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno; 
cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous. 
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When the whole earth will rejoice in Your kingdom, 
in the deliverance of Your people Israel, 
and in the mercy shown to Jerusalem Your city,
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cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel; 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno; 
cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous. 
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When the mountains and hills will rejoice,
and all the trees of the wilderness, in Your kingdom, 
in the deliverance of Your people Israel, 
and in the mercy shown to Jerusalem Your city; 
cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel; 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno; 
cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous. 
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When the seas and the rivers and the voice of the waves will rejoice, 
with their inhabitants, in Your kingdom, 
in the deliverance of Your people Israel, 
and in the mercy shown to Jerusalem Your city; 
cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel; 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
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cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous. 
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When Jerusalem will rejoice in Your kingdom, 
in the deliverance of Your people Israel; 
when it is forgiven in the compassion of Your mercy; 
then cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno; 
cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous. 
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When the city of Zion, Your city, will rejoice, 
and Your Temple Mount will be joyful, 
and the resting place where Your name and glory dwell, 
in the deliverance of Your people Israel, 
and in the mercy shown to Your servants the seed of Jacob; 
cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel; 
deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
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cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous.
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When the children of Aaron will rejoice in Your kingdom, 
the anointed priests and prophets, 
the holy ones and blessed ones and perfect ones, 
in whose hands is the forgiveness of sins, 
to absolve the sins of Your people Israel;
WTien You will completely pardon the sins of Your people Israel;
then pardon me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous.
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
When You Yourself alone will reign injustice and righteousness, 
to cause Israel to rule over their enemies;
Then cause me to rejoice in Your kingdom with Your chosen ones Israel;
Deliver me and have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and cause me to dwell with Your righteous ones, for You are righteous.
Adonay, merciful is Your name, Adonay, eternal King.
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When You will rule over the righteous in great peace; 
when You will rule over the sinners with great vengeance, 
to take revenge for their sins, 
and to bring retribution on their heads, 
and to slay them in their sins in the judgement of death; 
then do not slay me with them in my sins, 
me, Your servant Abba Ta'amino.
Section 7: 7.1
Blessed be the Lord for ever and ever.
The Lord alone is God; I will continually praise Him;
I will bless and I will trust in Him for ever and ever, 
and I will not be perturbed.
And every tongue will give thanks to Him, 
and every knee will bend to Him, aman, aman.
I believe in one God, the Lord;
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and I put my trust continually in the Lord;
and I give thanks to the Lord;
and I bow down to the King, the Lord;
and I always take refuge in the Lord;
and I am delivered by the help of the Lord;
and I live by the mercy of the Lord;
and I boast in the might of the Lord;
and I glory in the fear of the Lord;
and I rejoice in the adoration of the Lord;
and I am joyful in being close to the Lord;
and I am mindful of the work of the Lord, and His wonders to mankind;
and I admire the greatness of His Kingdom and the mighty power of the Lord;
I bless the Lord;
and I glorify the Lord;
and I praise the Lord;
and I sanctify the Lord with praise;
I exalt the Lord.
Great is the Lord, awesome is the Lord, 
exalted is the Lord, glorious is the Lord,
1376 BD fflAO-A
1377 BCD fflhrvc
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powerful is the Lord, mighty is the Lord, 
holy is the Lord, good is the Lord, 
righteous is the Lord, blessed is the Lord, 
living is the Lord, King is the Lord.
Since before the world, the Lord alone is King; 
in His patience, the Lord is King;
and a King manifest in the judgement of the Lord; 
and a King in the mercy of the Lord; 
and a King in the compassion of the Lord; 
and He is King, King above is the Lord.
Ruler over all is the Lord, 
and master of all is the Lord;
He acts as He has willed, the Lord;
and He brings to completion as He has devised, the Lord our God.
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Who is God besides our God, the Lord?
And who is Creator like our God, the Lord?
You alone are God, Lord;
in heaven above and in the earth below, the Lord is one.
Before You was no other Lord;
and after You there is no other besides You, Lord.
7.2 And Your name Lord, Lord, is eternal.
God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob; 
merciful Lord, slow to anger, abundant in mercy, and just.
You alone are God for ever and ever.
All creation bows down and gives thanks to You, aman, aman.
Lord, Lord, praised for ever;
great and mighty and awesome Lord,
You Who were from old, from the beginning;
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You Who will be always, for ever and ever.
You alone are God and King over all creation;
the heavens pay homage to Your glory;
and Your angels bow down in awe;
they glorify You together and praise You,
and they stand in fear and trembling before Your face.
O Lord, who is like You?
For all is subject to You and is under Your authority.
There is none who will withstand You;
You conquer all, You subdue all in Your strength.
O Lord, You Whose kingdom rules all and possesses all;
and there is no limit to Your greatness, and Your wisdom is boundless;
What thing is there that You have not made;
and what [plan is there] that You have [not] devised?
Is it not You Who created all and made all?
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O Lord, Lord, in great might and power;
Who ordained the hours and the days, the seasons and the months,
and all the years, the winter and the summer according to their times.
You know the reckoning of the drops of rain 
that fall by Your measure in their times;
You do not err at all in the reckoning of their multitude, 
and You do not forget one of them.
7.3 O Lord God of Israel,
very wondrous is the greatness of Your kingdom,
and the great splendour of Your glory, and the wonder of all Your work.
What thing is not within Your power, and is impossible for You? 
and what is concealed from You?
To You, it is visible as the day, and all secrets are before You,
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and the deeds of all creation and the devices of all are not hidden from You.
O Lord God of Israel, where shall I go from Your spirit,
and whither shall I flee and hide from before Your face?
If I ascend into the sky, You are there;
and if I descend into the abyss, You are there;
and You are in everything;
I cannot escape and be spared from Your hand.
Be merciful to me; I cannot hide from You,
for Your eyes always see every act of transgression
that I have sinned against You.
What, therefore, shall I Your servant say, and what will become of me?
For me, rather, it is better not to be created than to be created for sin,
lest I see Your terrible judgement, and the mighty vengeance of Your hand;
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lest I hear the aweful and terrible consuming anger of Your voice.
And now I cannot comprehend these things.
I desire in vain, and I speak uselessly, and all my soul and my flesh, 
which have confidence in their lives, 
and which therefore are not mindful of their end, 
whether or not they will be able to stand by their strength.
Woe to the tongue for always speaking too much,
although for its part it is unable [to tell] the law of its God, 
and while speaking to teach wisdom to another.
Woe to you, woe to you, woe to you, woe to you, O eye!
Of what benefit was it to you to examine holy books?
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Where are the commandments that You performed?
Alas for you, ear, like them; alas for you, woe to you!
What profit did you gain from the pleasant words and good 
commandments that you heard; which of them did you observe? 
Cry now and repent, all of you, each one of you,
for you have forgotten and abandoned the fear of your God.
And be mindful of your Creator, lament greatly,
and be mindful and grieve on account of the dreadful day 
that will come and befall you because of this.
Cry, soul, and lament, flesh, exceedingly; do not be a slave to the world. 
And flesh, you will perish in this, and you will become dust,
1604 C omits D reverses order: Xrtf: Mt\9°
1605 D a)s”jy
1606 B C £ ^ 7  D
1607 C a& hahl D 't'habl
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and you will go as your fathers, as all,
to appear before the dreadful tribunal,
and to stand openly before the face of the Most High,
clothed in fear and trembling,
and bearing all the fruit of your toil that you did
and that you prepared for yourself,
that you should eat the banquet.
For you will not attain the banquet;
at that time, (? text appears confused) unless you beg for the meal,
you will not receive it from another; and you will borrow a little bit.
Section 8: 8.1
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel,
You Who create the lightning-flashes and make strong the thunder, 
remove from [the seduction of] my flesh
the offence that brings down to Sheol;
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and create for me a pure heart, for me Your servant Abba Ta'amno, 
who abhors arrogance and who will not commit more sin, 
and who will completely cease from habitual transgression.
Hear me, O Lord my God, and do not disregard my request; 
wash me and purify me, O Lord, from my sin and from my iniquity, 
and from all my defilement.
And do not remove Your holy spirit, my God,
that gives understanding of good and evil;
that I should not go in apprehension, like all my fathers,
and that my heart should not be broken in the desire of my soul,
and in the behaviour of all my soul and my flesh and my thought.
And do not treat as of no account, O Lord, one who has called on Your name,
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since I love Your law.
O Lord, be gracious to me in Your righteousness;
and I will go in Your straight way;
Do not cause me to deviate, neither to right nor left, 
from the way of Your name;
Show me, O Lord, Your light, that shines out from Your Orit, 
that always gives light to Your faithful people, 
to those who have faith and put their trust in You.
O Lord God of Israel, deliver me from transgression and blindness, 
and from every teaching of sin that intoxicates; 
and rescue me from a seductive tongue that ensnares mankind,
and binds by an abundance of words and sweetening of lips. 
O Lord, Lord, You teach goodness, wisdom and understanding; 
do not slay me by drought and thirst,
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as I am seeking out Your commandments; 
and as I am desiring, make me understand Your law, 
that I should know every utterance of Your mouth, 
that is sweeter than honey or sugar.
The word of the Lord is a pure word,
more desirable than gold and than a precious stone, 
and surpassing vast quantities of gold and silver.
Good is the Lord, Who sits and rules perfectly in heaven and earth. 
Hear my prayer and hear my voice.
Holy and pure, reside in me,
who will always be with the righteous,
and who will remain continually declaring
and telling all that You abhor and that You desire.
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O Lord God of Israel,
God of the Patriarchs, God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob,
You Who brought me out from the abyss
and from the midst of dense darkness, 
while I was in bondage to sin, as justice.
And now, make Your face to shine on me;
cause Your grace and mercy to shine;
and remove from me all my sin, do not remember it against me; 
and do not reckon my actions during the days of my life, 
until I grow old and become aged.
Deliver me from my sin that I am unaware of,
and that is not manifest, that comes deceitfully,
to lie in wait, and to spring forth,
and to destroy the soul and cast it down.
O Lord, rescue me also from this;
1769 Dhao
1770 BC OArhL
1771 CD C adds 9 ^
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and do not cause me to be swallowed up in the snare of Satan, 
that I should not exist to no purpose, 
and that I should not be extinguished in vain.
On the contrary, make me wise to study Your law, 
and to keep all Your ordinances.
Your speech is pleasant, and the utterance of Your mouth is trustworthy, 
The Ten Utterances, Your word is righteousness, Sabbath,
Your commandments are light, the Orit the sun,
Adam, write in my heart their remembrance and their good message,
and all their words;
that I may rejoice in them,
and that I may be always joyful in keeping them.
Lord God of Israel, Who create in the wisdom of Your knowledge, 
and Who make everything in the strength of Your might; 
and now, create for me [a law] a pure heart,
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for me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
who trembles and is constantly dismayed by Your word, 
and who submits in fear to Your commandments.
There is nothing better than Your fear,
and there is nothing pleasanter than the word of Your speech. 
Teach me, O Lord, Your judgement and Your righteousness;
make me understand the performing of Your precept; 
bring me close by Your compassion and mercy, in all Your good things, 
do not put me far from Your ordinance and from Your commandments. 
I longed for Your testimony, O Lord, and I desired all Your law;
I chose and delighted in following You;
I completely preferred Your sovereignty.
Lord, You are my part and my portion, an eternal portion.
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I will glorify and I will bless You,
and I will worship only You all the days of my life.
O Lord God of Israel, I will have faith and I will trust in You,
and I will not let any other rule besides You; 
and Your kingdom will not be removed, 
and I will not give up following You, 
and I will not separate myself from You.
Adonay, there is none like You, since You made all;
You created the whole world.
8.2
Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of S'aba'ot, King,
All the world is filled with Your glory.
And I believe in one God, the Lord, 
and I continually trust in Him, 
and I will not give up following Him, 
and I will call on His holy name, 
and I will take refuge in [Him] His praise,
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For the Lord is King;
all His alone is the understanding of His glory, 
and there is no limit to His knowledge, 
to the sun that He established to give light by day; 
to the moon and stars that He established to rule over the night;
and each one comes in its returning and departs through its gates; 
it goes in its paths, and yet its flight does not flee from its time, 
and does not stay [even] a little in excess.
On the contrary, it keeps everything and observes its hour, 
and does not deviate from its rule.
Great is the Lord and abundant is His praise;
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everything pays homage to His glory,
and all is subject to and obeys Your commandments.
And He founded the earth and established it; 
by His command the day rises,
and by the word of the Lord the waters were made firm, 
and from the breath of His mouth, all His might; 
and all creation was created.
There is none who prevails over His judgement;
and there is none who stands against the breath of His lips.
For the Lord is exalted and magnificent,
Who dwells in the heights and sees what is below; 
all-powerful, perfect, God of all, 
living, the Lord alone.
And He judges all in His kingdom,
from generation to generation in His judgement; 
and He rules the whole world in His kingdom;
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He holds it in His dominion, by the power of His right hand.
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord, who rests on His qeddusan [?holy days];
praised is the Lord in the company of His righteous ones.
What kind of man is able to accomplish the great work of the Lord?
Who now has seen with his eye, and whoever has heard with his ear,
the exalted wonders, (?) in his time, who can do this?
and the first things also they were unable to complete.
Awesome is the Lord, and awesome is the work of the Lord,
and hidden is the deliberation of the Lord.
Who can reckon the wisdom of the Lord?
And who knows the thoughts of the Lord?
And who are the advisors of the Lord?
And who is equal to the Lord?
And who is like the Lord?
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There is no other God like the Lord,
anywhere, in the heaven above or in the earth below, 
and in the waters that are beneath the earth;
There is no other God besides You, aman, aman.
8.3
Lord God of Israel,
You alone are King since before the world,
and You alone will rule for ever and ever.
All creation will glorify and bless You;
the heaven of heavens, with all that dwells in them;
the sea and the rivers and the dry land;
and the deep abysses with all that are in them.
All will bow down to Your glory,
and they will tremble at the might of Your word.
How great is Your kingdom!
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You Who alone possess and rule everything.
Mighty in might are You, Lord;
Powerful are You, Lord;
Magnificent are You, Lord;
Wonderful are You, Lord;
And who is God like our God, like You, Lord, holy God? 
And who is our Creator besides the righteous Lord?
You alone are the victorious God, Lord;
You alone are God the Creator of all that lives; 
You alone, Lord, my Lord, eternal Lord.
I am Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and I call on Your name constantly for ever;
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and I take pride in You, my soul rejoices in Your worship; 
my lips will rejoice and be glad in telling Your praise, 
and my tongue will be glad in calling on Your name.
Sweet to my palate is Your speech,
and I will respond to tell Your praise, 
and my lips will be filled with admiration;
I will declare Your wonders.
Lord, my God, I desire You and I cling to You, 
and I glorify You, and I bless You,
I praise You and I exalt You;
I have faith and I trust in You;
and I bow down and give thanks to You alone all the days of my life;
And I accept Your dominion,
and I call on Your name continually for ever.
[I proclaim] Your work, and I marvel at all Your glory.
8.4
O Lord, eternal King.
Above the Cherubim is Your wonderful throne,
Whose dwelling is in the highest heights.
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Your holy angels praise You,
And You adorn with spirit those who minister to You.
O Lord, eternal King.
You spread out the heaven in Your deliberation,
and You created all its ornaments;
all-powerful is Your utterance.
O Lord, eternal King.
You founded the earth in Your wisdom,
and everything that is over us is the work of Your hands.
O Lord, eternal King.
And You caused the deep ocean to stand,
and summoned the sea in Your might,
and everything that is in them, You Yourself rule.
O Lord, eternal King.
Wonderful is Your work, O Lord;
and there is no limit to the abundance of Your wisdom;
and who knows and who reckons the abundance of Your wisdom?
and who knows and who reckons the greatness of Your work
and Your glory?
O Lord, eternal King.
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You created all that is visible and all that is invisible, 
that has passed, that is, and that is to come;
You created them and You made them,
before their knowledge was, from of old;
You prepared them in Your storehouses,
You set them in order, to make manifest Your work, 
each in their seed and in their years of time.
O Lord, eternal King.
You bring them and they come at their time;
and thereafter again You summon them, 
and they return at their time.
There is none who can refuse to carry out Your word, 
but rather, the judgement will be carried out, 
and it will be obedient to Your Kingship.
It is not possible for the first to say before You,
I cannot be first but rather last;
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It is not possible for the last to say before You,
Let me be first.
On the contrary: every creature in the height of the heavens, 
and in the earth below, 
and in the depth of the lower regions, 
all arise at Your command,
and all go at Your will,
and not a single one opposes or transgresses Your edict.
O Lord, eternal King.
Your dominion rules all,
and the power of Your right hand controls all,
and Your Kingdom is completely over all,
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and there is no limit to the greatness of Your glory.
O Lord, eternal King.
Your throne is above the Cherubim, and Your Kingdom;
Your dwelling is in the highest heights;
and here, Your eyes [see] the deeds of all, 
and here, Your ears hear the thought of all.
O Lord, eternal King.
You do the will of all and You fulfil the pleasure of all;
You grant and You respond to a man
that which he has imagined and devised in his heart, 
whether good or evil,
or to commit deeds of iniquity or to follow sin.
You grant him the prayer that he has asked,
and You do not refuse to him, to anyone, 
the petition that he has asked;
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and You carry out his wish and his craving, 
and You fulfil his lust, as his heart has desired.
O Lord, eternal King.
And You reveal signs over him, to hold him fast,
that he may be entangled in his snares,
and that he may be tripped up in the error of his thought.
O Lord, eternal King.
Therefore You do not hasten to anger,
to extinguish him and to slay him, 
and to take revenge on him.
Moreover, Your patience protects him 
as Your righteous ones, 
while Your blessing sustains him, all his days, 
until his sins are accomplished, 
and until his years have come to an end.
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And then, in due time,
You requite him for all his evil,
You repay the fruit of his toil,
and You return upon him what he has done.
O Lord, eternal King.
8.5
Deliver me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno;
from a perverse heart that gives birth to evil thought, 
and from an unjust tongue that speaks falsehood, 
deliver me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
You are Adonay, merciful is Your name. 
From an adulterous eye that lusts after sin, 
and from an ear that desires to hear all abomination, 
deliver Your servant Abba Ta'amno, O Lord; 
from a hand that performs deceit, 
and from a foot that goes to do every transgression.
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You created all these members of the body,
according to their organs, according to their paths, 
and according to their functions, in Your great wisdom.
Therefore deliver Your servant Abba Ta'amno
from all my sin, and turn me from the path of error;
that 1 may not enter the gates of death,
and that I may not descend into the pit of judgement,
open to the portion of the wicked and the inheritance of sinners.
It is an open and wide place,
dwelling-place of [the family of] kings and angels, 
and dwelling-place of the famous and wealthy, 
dwelling-place of poor and rich,
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and dwelling-place of men and women, 
and dwelling-place of elders and young men, 
and dwelling-place of children and infants.
When You will bum them, here is their punishment, 
and You will consume them, here is the ardour of anger.
Your Kingship will not quieten and will not cool 
the flame which bums over Your enemies; 
and it will no more be extinguished for ever, for the length of days, 
and not for the limitless multitude of years.
And You will complete it,
and You will not measure possessions in Your reckoning; 
but You will remain for ever, 
as the tree of life
and as the garden of delight prepared for Your righteous ones. 
And do not bring me down, O Lord,
into the places where the enemies of Your Kingdom dwell;
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and not into the portion of inheritance of the enemies of Your law, O Lord.
8.6
Adonay, merciful and compassionate,
slow to anger and abundant in mercy, and righteous;
in this way, do not punish me with a mighty voice, 
in this way, do not be completely angry with me, O Lord.
Adonay, merciful and compassionate,
What was before You formerly?
And now, be mindful of me as You punish me.
Am not I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, dust of the earth, 
and I move by Your command, and like a shadow, 
and I creep over the earth like a worm.
Empty is my life and empty my existence;
I do not know what will happen to me and what will befall me; 
whether good or whether [evil],
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what will happen and what will be upon me.
This matter is very great and wondrous before me.
But not only this is a wonder to me,
but every work hidden and concealed from me.
I do not know and I do not perceive
the activity and the working of my soul that is within me, 
whether it is red or white;
But it beguiles and ensnares, its affection is set over me,
and it makes me take pleasure in it by day and by night.
O Lord God of Israel, do not deliver my soul to this; 
and do not wound me to subjugate me
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and do not appoint a guardian,
so that You [Yourself] will not watch over me to give me relief;
But You Yourself, O Lord, rule over me,
Who created me, by the yoke of Your law; 
and may flesh not overcome me,
which decays and rots and putrifies;
and may it not hinder me from submission
to the ordinance of Your law,
and to the pleasure of Your will,
all the days of my life;
to me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
Behold, it is better for me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
(?) from a created being to its maker, and as from a creature to its creator,
that I should choose Him,
and that I should submit completely
in desiring the pleasure of my Lord.
You, Lord, are my Creator; I have chosen You and have consented;
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9
I have loved Your name and have eagerly done Your commandments;
I have set my hope on Your deliverance, and I have believed.
Lord, I cried out to You; hear me,
and hearken to my voice who have besought;
I proclaimed Your name and I put my trust in You.
You are my portion, 
and You are my life,
and You O Lord are my honour [and my hope], 
my helper and my strength on the day of my affliction.
In Your abundant compassion fence me round,
protect me O Lord, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and deliver me on account of Your mercy;
and I will not be put to shame, O Lord, because I called on You.
The Lord is close to those who fear Him
and to those who call on Him in righteousness;
and He will do the will of those who fear Him,
and He will hear their prayers and will deliver them.
And the Lord will give to all those who fear Him.
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You O Lord [are] my Lord;
Who will give knowledge and wisdom to my heart?
and remembrance of righteousness to my thought, 
that it should deliberate justice and rightness, 
and that it should also know goodness; 
and that all my life and all my activity here 
are vanity and falsehood.
And as one who is thirsty dreams that he drinks water;
and, waking up, his soul is still thirsty and his stomach empty, 
and he hoped in vain;
So all the pomp and wealth of this world is in vain; 
and its pleasure does not endure but putrefies; 
so too its delight and its joy,
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and everything that is in it.
Very bitter is its end.
The soul goes out empty, and goes in solitude,
and wanders from its place and its portion;
and does not carry anything, as it goes on its way,
of the abundant wealth that it had stored,
as it goes to where it will not return into its inheritance;
and to where it will not come back again into its house.
Woe is me, woe is me, knowing this and telling it!
Thus it will suddenly come upon me and will swiftly find me, 
while I am guarding in vain and multiplying 
that which will not benefit me.
My Lord, my Lord, who is like me?
sinful, a fool who does not know himself,
2485 D h r c
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and who does not search to find that which will deliver him, 
and that which will revive his soul?
Why then do I read all the day, 
silently or aloud, 
or teaching the law to another?
I who myself do not submit
and do not bind myself to the yoke of Your law?
A light thing that is not a burden, a good thing, is Your yoke on the neck; 
and to him who wears it on his neck it appears well-suited 
and is not a hardship to him,
and not an affliction in tilling the land and in turning round.
How strange and astonishing, to abandon practice and habit!
and I was unable to keep it, while longing for it;
and desiring it, negligent, I immediately abandon that which is good;
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that which is exceedingly greater than maidservants, 
than all abundant wealth, and than a famous name, 
and than all the pleasures in the world.
8.7
Adonay, God of Israel.
Make me wise, so that I may not neglect Your law, 
and that I may not go astray 
from Your commandments, Your ordinance.
Set Your name and Your fear in my flesh,
that I may submit to You in fear and trembling,
and with a perfect heart, and with a fervent and ardent heart;
So that my flesh no longer be like the ashes of the oven
in the burial-ground, where I will lie, and I will descend,
and may my soul not go to whence it will never return 
from where it wanders and journeys.
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2558 D H£ ft'KT*. ; adds ‘RmA
2559 C V?r<7»
2560 D AAA.P
2561 B ffl*>CA+*l ; C (n+r/W't
2562 BCD omit
2563 B (DKn^n  ; C ; D ffl*>A*?£
2564 C •f-WA-Hl ; D-MhA-frh
2565 BC omit ; D hrW
2566 B ^IL X
2567 B omits oofht: (D
2568 BCD
2569 D adds *'M-
2570 BCD a W A  ; C omits
2571 D omits
2572 C omits
2573 BC M l*
2574 BD AtfnJiA'fl
2575 C ft*-A- ; D omits
2576 CD omit
2577 BD omit; C
B adds aVZ'T. A-*: IW h ; C adds a^£«7: A.+: lt*-A- ; D adds A£*?: /L+
2578 BCD
2579 B ; C omits
258° g  (Daof]'t'h/'J'fl ; CD ®<7nftrf'Mlfl
2581 B fflMXfo ; D KiX,h\
2582 C fflh*-A-
2583 C adds A-KlCh
2584 CD omit
2585 CD MW
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Adonay, God of Israel,
fulfil swiftly this my prayer,
and let Your mercy be completely revealed on me;
do not remove and do not take away and do not abate
Your compassion towards me.
O Lord God, merciful and compassionate, slow to anger,
and abundant in Your mercy, and righteous;
You are mighty and compassionate and long-suffering,
You forgive transgression to the transgressor;
forgive all my transgression and my sin and my offence,
my iniquitous wrongdoing;
and purify me from defilement and from all uncleanness;
remove [it] from me and I will turn away from it, O Lord God, amen.
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You have clothed Yourself in the greatness of Your splendour, 
and You are clothed in Your domination.
Do not remove Yourself from me and from my house; 
do not banish and do not cast out
and do not reckon us among the apostates and the heretics, 
lest Your servant perish; 
for I am as the grass that sprouts on a precipice,
that appears for a moment, and immediately dries up and shrivels; 
and like dust that the wind picks up and disperses,
So is all flesh that walks and moves.
O Lord, Lord God of Israel,
Who have dominion over the whole earth,
and Who rule over and inherit the nations, Holy One;
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2641
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2645
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BC fHYLO
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2633 B K & K V  ; CD h.£XK*£
2634 BCD omit A'MlCh and name
D omits
2636 CD ; CaddsJi'tfl
2637 BCD omit
2638 C ffllWK Afih
2639 D omits 
B tff) ; adds mLfh  C ooiLfb 
BC (Dao'iAh
2642 BC omit
2643 D JlCA ; B adds Art-rh- ; CD add rtrWh 
D adds hVUh'flrhbC 
BOA-t't
2646 C h*-A- 
BCD omit 
B HAM
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BCD omit niY'lE.: (Dn9°£C 
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purify me and revive in me fear of You and submission to Your ordinance,
lest Your servant Abba Ta'amno sleep in apathy, and lean over;
Strengthen me, Abba Ta'amno, in Your way, and in adhering to Your law,
lest Your servant Abba Ta'amno become weary and fall down.
O Lord God of Israel, create for me a pure heart,
that will desire Your commandments,
and will also seek to do them for ever;
renew within me a blameless and upright spirit.
Your name for ever is glorified and lauded, the only God, perfect;
In all and in all and over all You are King
in heaven and in earth,
in flesh and in soul and in all spirit.
O Lord God of Israel, Who created all,
2652 BC add nTfMlh ; B adds ©T+CH: V b/»
2653 C omits XfwiTbA
2654 B IWV- ; D atfwV- ; C omits
2655 C H ^ V \b
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and Who performs all by Your will; 
turn my thought towards heeding You 
and towards doing Your commandments.
O Lord, deliver my soul from the wiles of apathy, 
which leads astray in false hope, 
causing one to depart from Your law from day to day; 
and this is for me like a bridle in my cheeks, 
and like rain in my lips; 
and it turns my soul to foolishness, 
and my life to perdition.
Deliver me, O Lord, from this ensnaring arrogance which rushes forward, 
lest I be trapped in my folly and blindness,
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O Lord my God; for You know my situation,
and that I am not in authority over my soul,
and that I myself am unable to persist with that which I wished,
and that I reject that which I devised.
And it [my soul] is for ever in Your hand, 
it returns to where You turned it, 
and it goes to where You sent it.
On account of this, judgement and justice find me,
Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
as You raise me up by Your law,
and as You lead me in the path of Your commandments,
me Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
O Lord God of Israel, to You all things are possible,
for great and wondrous and perfect is Your kingdom.
What kind of deed is not possible for You?
And what kind of wonder is hidden from You?
But rather, that which has passed and that which is,
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and that which will come is manifest before You;
for You have ruled, and by Your command the day rises.
O Lord, O Lord, for there is none like You, Lord,
no other besides You in all [that we have heard] with our ears;
And who is like Your people Israel,
another nation in the earth?
The Lord guided them,
in order to redeem for Himself His people,
and make a visible witness,
to bring forth a greeting (?) before the face of the people;
Who redeemed for Yourself Your people Israel,
Your people and congregation;
You made worthy for Yourself Your people Israel, Your people for ever;
And You O Lord were their God.
And now, O Lord God, You are the Lord,
2750 D reverses order: WlLhilJbC:
2751 B omits Ai'J't* ; D omits *>7+: ©•?»'t
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and Your word is righteousness,
and all Your action is trustworthy,
and all Your ways are straight.
Blessed is the Lord,
First without beginning, and last without end,
Creator Who exists in magnificence and glory;
Who adorns Himself in supreme power,
Who was and exists and will be for ever.
Elohe God Adonay Lord of S'aba'ot;
Who commands the hosts, Who performs all,
There is nothing He is unable to do;
He sees all and is unseen.
Lord since before the world was created,
Whose deeds are beyond scrutiny;
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3
Blessed is the Lord God, begetter of life. [BCD: God of light.]
Section 9
9.1
Blessed is the Lord, Who separated light from darkness;
on the first day He ordained it.
Praised is the Lord; may He be praised in the mouth of all creation;
Who created the heaven[s] in His wisdom; in water acquiring wisdom; 
on the second day He ordained it.
Holy is the Lord; may He be sanctified in His holiness;
Who created the sea and the dry land, and all that grows on the earth; 
on the third day He ordained it.
Exalted is the Lord; may He be exalted in His exaltation;
Who created the sun and the moon, and the ordering of the stars, 
each in their order and each in their time; 
on the fourth day He ordained it.
Righteous is the Lord; may He be justified in His righteousness;
Who created all moving things that have the spirit of life, 
and birds that fly above the earth and below the sky;
2806 D omits fWJMs
2807 C (Dhd*?<L
2808 C
2809 B D cn A M t ;C onfrbfr
2810 BCD
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fish and large sea-creatures and everything that moves in the water 
on the fifth day He ordained it.
Merciful is the Lord; may He have mercy on us in His mercy;
Who created all kinds of animals, and wild beasts that move, 
each according to its kind; 
on Friday morning before noon.
The Lord, blessed, blessed be He;
the Lord Who took the soil of the earth,
and made Adam in His image,
and set him below Him over all that He had created.
May the Lord's name be blessed from now and for ever.
Blessed be the Lord, praised be the Lord,
Who rested on the seventh day, 
having completed all His work, 
and blessed the Sabbath and sanctified it,
9.2
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for on it He rested from all His work which He was doing.
The Lord said: The one who observes My Sabbath will attain eternal life. 
God of light and God of the Sabbath;
Light that will never be extinguished.
9.2
Blessed be the Lord Who protects,
and separated light from darkness.
Blessed be the Lord,
whom all His holy angels glorify 
continually before the Lord.
Blessed indeed be the Lord, 
and behind the Lord.
Blessed indeed be the Lord,
Who exists in His essence; His grace is for ever.
Blessed be the Lord,
first without beginning, 
and last without end.
Blessed be the Lord,
Creator of all His work, moreover, by His design and His power;
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Blessed be the Lord,
Who is all-powerful, and there is nothing that He cannot do;
when He created good, and when He created evil;
none will say to Him: “what have You done?
this You have made bad, and this You have made good.”
May the Lord be glorified and sanctified.
Blessed be the Lord alone,
Holy, there being none like Him;
Whose kingdom and dominion will not be abrogated 
from generation to generation.
Halle luya,
First without beginning, and last without end;
Halle luya,
Who is eternal, Who will never die, Halle luya.
Holy, holy, holy Lord,
Who exists, in Whom is no disgrace, 
and no darkness, and no reproach.
Halle luya, there are no adversaries to His kingdom.
Halle luya, there is none who will overcome His dominion.
Halle luya, while all creation has faith in Him.
Halle luya, for You are God, Creator of the whole world.
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Halle luya,
brave, mighty are You, Lord;
in You is no death, in You is no defilement.
Halle luya,
long-suffering Lord, in You is no anger, 
and good is the Lord to the good, 
gentle is the Lord to the humble in heart.
Halle luya,
You acknowledge Your friends,
and You separate Your enemies in merciless judgement.
Halle luya, holy Lord,
Who is without disgrace and without reproach.
9.3
And now let us praise You and glorify You, the splendour of Your glory; 
let us hope in You all the day, 
throughout the day and throughout the night.
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Save me from all my enemies here through Your power,
me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and bless me, O Lord God of Israel.
You know my sitting-down and my rising-up;
and You know every thought of my heart from afar;
my soul is always in Your hand,
and it does not depart from You.
If I ascend into heaven, You are there;
and if I hide myself in a thick forest,
I cannot conceal myself from You;
and if I descend into Sheol,
into the deep abyss,
I cannot hide from You.
For You created and made it, all [the night], the entire world.
O Lord God of Israel,
Who possesses and rules all,
great is Your kingdom
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You vanquish and subdue all by Your strength, 
and You do what You have wished, 
and You accomplish what You have devised, 
and You establish what You have spoken, 
and You cause to prosper all that You have made, 
and Your right hand is all-powerful.
Is there a work that You are unable to do and to perform?
Are not You Lord over all?
Your kingdom is perfect for ever,
and Your dominion from generation to generation.
You alone are God,
Who considers the heart and inner parts [lit:kidneys] of human beings, 
and Who determines the purpose of every creature, 
and the deeds of the former and latter [generations].
You know what has not yet come to be, 
all the deeds of our forefathers,
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and also what we are now doing,
the deeds of all generations,
and of those who will arise after us,
and that which will be, before it comes into being,
You, O Lord, know it beforehand.
O Lord, King of our flesh and of our soul, 
and of all spirit, and not only this,
It is You Who knows our deeds,
and moreover You perceive in an instant the thought of all creation, 
from first to last, all that we do,
and all that we think, one by one, according to our days, 
not one is missed,
and at one time You are able to raise him up, 
and You show him the light of Your face, O Lord, 
and You bring him close, King, in Your wisdom.
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Therefore nothing is concealed or hidden from before Your eyes,
therefore not one is forgotten by You.
O Lord God of Israel,
Who gave man a heart to know?
and an eye to see? and an ear to hear?
Was it not You, Creator of all and Maker of all?
What deed has been done by itself, of its own will,
that the Lord has not done and has not created for him?
Was it not You, Creator of all and Maker of all?
What deed has been done by itself, of its own will?
Every work is the Lord’s.
O Lord God, Head of knowledge, King of wisdom,
Who knows all that will be,
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and Who perceives all before it comes into being.
Knowing and understanding the action of that evil thought
that dwells in us and wearies us, wandering in every direction, 
and goes round and ponders in every work, 
in what is far and in what is near, 
from the uttermost ends of earth, 
and from the uttermost ends of heaven 
to the uttermost ends of heaven,
[from] the heights of heaven to the depth of the abyss, 
seeking out the useless as the useful,
that which does not exist as that which exists, 
and that which does not occur as that which occurs, 
and that which does not befall as that which befalls, 
and always falsehood awaits us
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that which we will not complete as that which we will complete; 
and that we should have a lot of wealth, 
and that we should acquire treasure on earth, 
while we do not know the years that will be granted to us by you, 
whether they will be long or few, 
and therefore, accordingly, it causes us to act vainly,
and all the day it urges us and causes us to act wrongly; 
and bitter, unrelenting death will extinguish us, 
and a terrible judgement awaits us.
You, O Lord God, look and be patient with us,
knowing and understanding the course of my thought 
until it is accomplished, 
and until the period of days that You have granted us is completed.
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O Lord God of Israel,
there is no counsel that is concealed from You,
and there is nothing that is impossible for You;
and You established the earth that supports us,
and the heaven that covers us,
the day and the night that exist continually,
that do not depart and do not cease for an instant from us;
for You set over us
mighty guardians that will not abandon us;
that they should see all our deeds,
that they should be a righteous witness over us.
O Lord O Lord, what is man?
and as for us, what are we, our life and our creation? 
is it not earth and dust?
can we completely apprehend and reach You in our days?
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the heaven is wide to cover us, 
and the earth is broad to support us,
and there is none of us who does not eat the fruit of our labour 
to nourish the flesh.
(?) that we may endure day and night the things decreed to happen to us, 
(?) and those things in their disposition while still alive as we are today 
O Lord, O Lord, their Creator and our Creator,
Who knows their deeds and our deeds,
[?]
[?] how we may escape and reach a place where it will not find us, 
[?] it will also be impossible to hide before You, 
all that I have done and that I have not done.
O Lord God of Israel,
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Who know all secrets and observe the deeds of all,
whither shall I flee from Your spirit?
and whither shall I hide from You, from before Your eyes?
I am not worthy to show myself to You, 
to stand before Your face, 
all my sins being manifest,
and all my transgressions that I have done daily since my youth. 
Woe on me, woe on me, woe on me!
for there is no place anywhere for me to hide, 
to escape and be saved from Your hand.
The breadth of the sky and the extent of the earth, 
the depth of the abyss of the sea, the whole world,
Your eyes see in an instant.
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0  Lord God of Israel,
how shall I escape and be saved from Your hand?
I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, from this sin of mine? 
whither shall I flee from before Your eyes, 
to a place where You will not see me, O Lord?
I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, am dust and ashes;
and what is my fame, except that I was created and bom?
is it not vain and purposeless, and did not exist formerly in the world,
my remembrance and my name as if it did not exist;
the remembrances and names of the latter children,
who arose and were bom like me,
for they do not know today either good or evil.
1 moreover, it would have been better for me if I had never been created,
than that I should have been created a sinner in this world;
I have been of no use in my life,
and deceitful in my existence, and my years have been in vain.
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I feared nothing that my eyes saw,
and [I saw] nothing good here,
and I did not find rest and pleasure in my days,
only much toil and suffering,
and only bitterness, death, and terrible darkness.
O Lord, O Lord , what shall I say? there is nothing for me to utter.
I am a worm and not a man; 
and what shall I respond further?
Now, however, there is hope!
Do not forget me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno.
Behold, I have perceived the voice of Your righteousness, 
and I have acknowledged [in it] Your law, 
that You are merciful and Your name is compassionate, 
and that You do not abhor Your handiwork that You created;
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You do not despise a repentant sinner turning to You;
You are righteous, Lord, and all Your judgement is righteous, 
and there is no injustice.
O Lord God of Israel,
You do not wish any sinner to die in his sin; 
on the contrary, You wish the sinner to live, 
and to turn from the way of his wickedness and to live. 
Likewise turn Your servant Abba Ta'amno 
away from the path of transgression, 
that my soul may not perish for ever; 
and rescue me from all my sin that has possessed my flesh; 
and enters like water into my bowel, 
and like oil into my bones;
and has planted in me an evil heart, that does not restrain itself,
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very hard as adamant and rock, 
that does not tremble and is not incised, 
and does not withdraw and is not turned back 
by the chastisement of Your law; 
and turn it towards Your commandments [and] Your way.
O Lord my God, I am unable to remove my sinful heart,
to put it aside and to cast it away from me, O Lord; 
for You know my creation,
that I am small of limb,
feeble in my strength, deficient in my understanding, 
and wretched in my deeds; 
and You have not laid a knife to my soul or to my flesh.
O Lord, O Lord,
behold, can man change the ordinance of Your light, 
and Your activity that is in his flesh,
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that he should wander from his dwellings
and from the place that You gave him to remain there
and that he should establish it by his will
in a place that was not formerly?
There is none therefore who will change Your work 
and alter all that You created, 
that You should be praised for it, 
and that You should be glorified perfectly in all times.
There is none who can do this,
and likewise one who will restore sight to the eye, 
hearing to the ear, speech to the mouth, scent to the nose.
So I your servant cannot do in my days,
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the years of my affliction,
or to accomplish the measure o f my word [bc];
and I myself can do nothing at all by the pleasure of my will.
O Lord God of Israel,
Who spoke and pronounced a good word
by the hand of Your good prophets,
to cause Your servants to rejoice,
and to purify those who arise,
the latter generation of the children of Your people,
and You say to them, Behold, I will remove a heart of stone from you, 
and I will give you a heart of flesh;
and I have appointed you to administer justice by My ordinance, 
and to observe My commandments and My law 
and My ordinance and My judgement;
and so, O Lord, speak the word of Your mercy over me,
3405 B
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that You may cleanse me from my sin;
remove the heart of stone from me,
and create for me a pure heart of flesh,
and establish me that I may go according to Your ordinance,
and cause me to rejoice in keeping Your word.
O Lord God of Israel,
to You all is possible, my God,
in Your hand is my soul, my God, that abides through Your will,
and when You summon it,
it will arise by Your command and go to You.
And now, O Lord God of Israel,
reveal to me all that You desire and that You abhor,
that Your servant Abba Ta'amno should not die through hidden sin,
and that I should not perish in vain
as a foolish man through neglecting Your law;
and do not kill me by drought and thirst for failing in Your commandments, 
but cause me to drink and quench my thirst from Your spring of life.
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O Lord God of Israel,
sweet and gushing forth [? from within] [is] Your Orit, 
and may it revive my soul.
And do not regard me me, O Lord, as vain and useless,
like a smooth stone that is situated in the midst of the river, 
that is continually washed with water, 
and does not put forth shoot or foliage, 
that does not flower, that bears no fruit, 
that is itself unable to produce any fruit.
On the contrary, establish me, O Lord, 
like a date palm planted by a waterway,
it gives its fruit in season, and its foliage does not fall.
So, O Lord, reveal Your pleasure upon me,
the fruit of Your law and the ordinance of Your word;
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O Lord, according to Your righteousness,
and according to the greatness of Your abundant mercy, 
rescue me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno from my sin, 
and save me from going astray, 
through my calling on Your name.
O Lord, accept my cry, my entreaty, 
of me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
and fulfil speedily this my request and this my prayer, 
before I go to my inheritance and am gathered as my fathers.
O Lord my God,
the working of Your glory is wondrous, it terrifies my heart, 
and remembering the greatness of Your work makes my soul faint.
O Lord God of [Your] compassion,
slow to anger and abundant in mercy and righteous,
work Your compassion and Your mercy on me, and remove all my sin,
from me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno,
who have sinned since my youth,
and all my transgression that I have done intentionally
in adhering to the ways of my fathers.
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O Lord, remember it not against me,
for I can do nothing, none can bear my sin,
and I carry out my transgression,
and by Your command I bear it in my heart,
and You impose it in my inmost self,
and it is constantly with me,
and no-one else can bear my affliction.
What man will count the sand of the sea, and contain it in a measure? 
and what man will dry up the deep abyss, and grasp that which is in 
and what man will weigh the mountains in scales, 
and know them exactly, even as they are,
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or [? secretly] weigh the deeds of another in a measure?
You, O Lord, can do this, for it is easy for You;
in an instant the counting of the sand of the sea is done, 
and You comprehend it in Your measure, 
and You dry up the deep abyss and You make it firm, 
in Your wisdom You weigh the mountains,
and know them exactly in Your scales.
O Lord, You count the sins of all in Your measure, 
and You see the heart of all in Your wisdom, 
and the deeds of all in Your scales.
How then shall I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno speak?
and what shall I answer before You, having done this?
All the day Your eyes see,
and all is written in Your book.
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For I know that I am not pure before You,
I was conceived in sin and bom in iniquity;
O Lord, what shall I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, say?
So I will respond no more besides, except for this alone,
that I will utter, and thus all my days I will constantly say:
Woe on me, woe on me, woe on me!
on account of bitter perdition and on account of great judgement,
that will come and release [BC: will befall] me,
and on account of greatness that will prepare for my end.
How grievous and astonishing is this, Your great punishment and tribulation, 
fear and trembling and much terror.
At that time, when the day of awe has come upon you,
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when it will come at its time, 
and when it will arrive at its appointed time, 
how mighty then will be the great and awesome judgement, 
incomparable, exceedingly great, extremely terrible; 
it will blaze red-hot, more than any fire.
O Lord have mercy on me, on my soul and flesh;
rescue Your servant Abba Ta'amno from this judgement, 
that will turn away the face of the Lord.
Who will withstand in great strength before Him?
Will not all creation be dissolved like a rumour
from the fear of His presence, and from His terror and His splendour? 
Woe on me, my soul and my flesh!
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They that trust in their life,
and yet are mindful of their end;
O that they might be able to stand in their strength before their Creator; 
for they are worms,
wretched and destitute in their strength;
their days pass away like a shadow;
while they hope in vain for what will not come to pass,
emptiness that will not benefit them.
[?] the soul prevails over the flesh to its Creator,
[?] and the flesh over the desire/the way of the world [to] its Maker,
[?] may the One Who made and created them accept their prayers,
[?] as they render service perfectly in desiring the pleasure of their God;
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that they may perform it,
that they may keep the word of the Lord in his mouth,
and every ordinance that the Most High commanded him on his 
the eternal law,
for the earth in its season, and for the heaven in its time.
It is His covenant
for the beloved people who are called by His name,
and for the sinful people who repented and returned to Him,
that it may revive everyone who observes and returns to Him,
[?] and that it may destroy with a curse
the people who renounce Him with a deceitful word.
Woe on me, woe on me, knowing all this in my heart, 
and constantly speaking this with my mouth.
I have abandoned my duty/my honour; I have neglected my life;
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righteousness is far from me, and uprightness has vanished from me; 
for I have been useless, my existence in vain;
I have no good achievement,
and I keep nothing that is of benefit to know.
And what will much speaking add to me?
for all that the mouth speaks is like water,
'in'in 0and even if it speaks one hundred times as much, 
it will not escape on account of this and be saved.
But rather because of this: keeping the law
and performing all the commandments.
9.4
Adonay, Adonay, Adonay,
Who existed from ancient times, since the beginning of the world; 
praised be Your name for ever.
You alone are a glorious King, Who reign for ever,
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injustice and in perfect uprightness over all.
[?] Adam is Your handiwork,
and wonderfully pleasant Your glory, Your greatness.
Adonay, Adonay, Adonay,
Who dwell in the highest height, Your dwelling place,
Who keep Your covenant and Your mercy with the seed of Abraham.
Shepherd of Israel,
You do not slumber and You do not sleep for ever, 
mighty is Your strength,
You do not tire as man [does],
and You do not suffer illness as mankind,
for You live, and You do not sleep for ever.
Hear O Lord therefore my petition always; 
do not keep silence, O Lord, 
and do not be deaf to the voice of my weeping.
Protect me, O Lord, as the pupil of the eye.
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Rescue me from the cursed beast that opposes and hastens 
and lies in wait continually to spill blood;
and save me from the consuming tongue,
and from every evil and abominable thing.
Adonay, Who possess and rule the whole world,
Praised be Your name.
Section 10
10.1
Blessed and praised.
Accept favourably, O Lord, my prayer before You,
as a dawn offering and as an evening offering.
Adonay, rescue me from the demon who corrupts and molests all, 
and who is not ashamed and who has no compassion.
Adonay, Adonay, Adonay,
my Lord and my strength and my pride and my honour, 
You are my helper and my hope.
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Rescue me from the seduction of the nations,
and save me from all snares of the nations.
Guard me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, 
lest I transgress with my tongue; 
and lest I forget Your law in my folly;
and do not bring me into the curse of Your law;
lest I perish in vain, I Your servant Abba Ta'amno, 
and lest I become useless.
On the contrary, bring me close
and bring me in Your mercy into Your goodness 
that continually befalls and comes to the righteous.
Include me with the holy ones, the seed of Your servants, 
that I may know Your judgement, 
and that I may learn reverence for You.
Let me not be despised and contemptible before You, O Lord,
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and lost and blind and a people foolish and intoxicated.
On the contrary, establish me that I may be pure in all Your ways, 
wise and learned in keeping Your law 
and in every utterance of Your mouth 
and in doing all Your will.
Our mighty God,
You Who know all the secrets of the heart
and Who examine the mind,
and Who grant the prayer of him who prays.
Hear my voice as I call upon You,
and give ear to my word that I declare to You and speak to You.
Write Your commandments in my heart; 
fix Your fear in my flesh,
340
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that I may not go astray and sin before You.
Do not disregard, O Lord, that which I speak and say to You.
May I be pleasing and pure before You,
that I, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, not be ashamed 
in worshipping You and calling on Your name.
God, You are near and not a remote God;
and You grant the prayer of him who prays, 
and You fulfil all the pleasure of him who longs.
Hear, O Lord, and give ear to the voice of my request, 
and do not delay, O Lord, my wish.
Adonay, remove from me the dense darkness that is upon me, 
that covers me and conceals my soul,
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and that envelops my face like a cloud.
Cause the light of Your face to shine, O Lord;
show forth and reveal Your mercy completely upon me.
Adonay, Adonay, Adonay. open my eyes
and I shall see Your wonder from Your law.
I am a wanderer on the earth;
do not hide Your commandments from me;
my soul desires and longs for Your rule and Your good precept.
Open for me the gates of righteousness,
that I may enter them and bow down to the Lord,
and that I may be honoured with Your mercy that is on them,
in all the banquet that is set and prepared
in the chamber of Your House,
that You gave to them as their portion to Israel,
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as their inheritance, to the seed of Abraham, Your servants, 
and to the children of Jacob, Your beloved ones.
Do not separate me, O Lord, from the portion of Your chosen ones 
and from the number of Your holy ones.
Adonay, Adonay, Adonay. Who are able to create every work;
Create for me a pure heart
that will continually tremble and quake from Your word, 
and will be dissolved like a rumour through Your fear.
Save me, Adonay, through Your blessing from foolish intoxication,
that carries away into perdition, that brings down into depravity;
and rescue me from the affliction of grievous sin,
and from the insolence of evildoers that is not seen 
and that is continually unfitting.
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On the contrary, grant me wisdom
and make me steadfast in the study of Your righteousness, 
that remains perfect, and that is apparent,
[?] a voice that is not divided.
[the following passage is missing from A; translation based on B\
Make us to drink and quench our thirst from the spring of life,
chosen from You, the pure spirit that comes out from Your lips.
Hear my prayer, O Lord, and incline Your ear to my request;
and do not turn Your face away from me, 
and do not be angry against me.
What am I? a mortal in Your presence;
and what am I? dust of the ground before You; 
without purpose and a vain thing; 
for a curse was I created, and to wretchedness was I bom; 
my life has been of no benefit;
[a  resumes] for my life has increased in suffering,
my existence in affliction,
and my years have passed in haste.
You know my poverty and my wretchedness,
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and that I have not acquired [anything] in my life and in my days. 
I have nothing to bring as a gift of righteousness and good deeds;
You know my situation, and that I take nothing in my hand 
as provision for the road, 
as I go like all my forefathers 
to where I shall not return to my house.
Adonay, Elohe, God of Israel, S'aba'ot,
remove all my poverty and wretchedness from me, 
and bless me [that I may be] rich in Your word 
and dedicated to keeping Your utterance, 
and in performing all Your commandments; 
that I may find favour with You,
and that my soul may rejoice before You 
with Your people Israel, the honoured ones,
who continually bring You offerings in righteousness, 
according to the steadfastness of Your patience,
4025 Badds ZJl'i CD add -mf
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even as my sin is very much,
so may Your compassion prevail upon me,
and may Your mercy be magnified upon me.
10.2
Adonay, my God and my hope, Adonay, Elohe, God of Israel,
I will bless You, and I will bow down to You,
and I will sing praise to Your name,
and I will worship You alone,
and I will bow down to the glory of Your kingdom;
I will rejoice in You,
and I will exult in Your Godhead.
Adonay, holy is Your name;
You alone are God for ever and ever,
and Your kingdom is just, and Your throne is upright,
and all Your judgements are righteous,
for all generations,
may Your deeds be praised and Your might be proclaimed, 
and may the greatness of Your magnificence be declared, 
all the glory of Your greatness,
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immeasurable in its abundance,
and the richness of Your grace is undiminished.
Adonay, who is like You? You are incomparable,
You create all, and You make and complete all, it is easy for You;
and You establish all the wonder of Your thought,
and all Your intention comes into being,
and everything comes to be as You say,
and Your word is performed in a moment.
Adonay, Who perform all by Your will,
and Who complete all by Your pleasure, 
create now a pure heart
that will continually tremble and quake at Your word, 
and will constantly serve Your commandments in awe; 
that I may not be ashamed before You, 
as the enemies of Your law
4080 D or. ; omits
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and all the adversaries of Your kingdom;
but may Your ordinance continually be exalted.
And do not bring me into humiliation, 
me Your servant Abba Ta'amno; 
do not regard me in vain, 
as You are abundant in compassion and mercy;
and in Your blessing, do not separate me from the lot of Your chosen ones, 
and from the gift of Your holy and pure servants.
You Adonay alone are God,
Creator of all creation;
Who bring new things, Who reveal all wonders.
You made the lights and You created the darkness, 
and all the spiritual worlds of the heavens, 
the sun and moon and stars, 
day and night, morning and evening, noon and midnight,
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and the heavens, the months and the years; 
and all the seasons,
winter and summer, seedtime and harvest, 
dew and mist, and clouds and rain, 
thunder and lightning, hail and fog, 
cold and snow and dust, 
frost and oppressive heat, 
light and dark, fire and flame, 
waters and deep seas, and deep abysses,
springs of waters, wells of water, and all rivers of water, 
the streams of the earth, and from the mountains and hills, 
upper and lower, ascents and descents,
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and all inner recesses and caverns of the earth and caves,
and chasms of stone, and rocks, and ravines in the wilderness; 
and outlying regions and plains and lands; 
and all that grows on the earth,
grass and verdure and trees, 
and all that [?]is diversified, man and animals and beasts, 
and all flesh in which is the spirit of life; 
and that moves on the land, and that moves in the water, 
and that flies on wing under the sky.
And these, the whole world, in which is the spirit of life; 
these things are manifest in their activities 
and according to their order; 
hidden things and revealed things.
You Adonay alone made them,
and You alone Adonay created them,
4 ,7 3  B inch D <CmCh
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You Adonay, and all is in accordance with You.
Very great is Your handiwork, O Lord,
and You made all in Your wisdom;
very great and wondrous and perfect is Your kingdom.
What heart can comprehend and contemplate
all the greatness of Your kingdom?
What tongue can completely tell all the greatness of Your glory?
What eye can completely observe all that You have made in Your wisdom?
And all carnal creation is unable to completely comprehend
all the greatness of Your kingdom;
in admiration of the greatness of Your kingdom,
in admiration of the greatness of Your glory and Your might,
and telling all the working of Your wisdom and observing it.
Moreover with new praise they will praise You and bless You,
and continually for ever and ever they will bless You.
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Adonay. according to the greatness of Your exalted and glorious kingdom, 
[?] the glory of Your might and wonder, 
and wondrous all the work of Your wisdom, 
hidden and secret things of the highest heavens 
and of the depths of the earth, 
and in the deep abysses that we do not know or see.
[?] and this [?]
[?] and we are unable to remember this [?]
and we do not see them with our eyes 
[?] and their report in our ears 
and their place is not known, 
and their path is not understood.
Adonay, Adonay, [it is] You Who know their place, 
and observe the way of their track, 
for You created them and made them;
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You know their activity,
they go by Your command, as You ordained them, 
and they do not depart [even] a little, 
hurrying, they are not [even] a little late, 
being calm, they are not [too] early.
Moreover Your word is kept,
and all the day they do not question Your law and Your commands,
they do not go astray at all from their times,
and they constantly do not turn aside from their paths
[?] all the adornments of heaven are manifest for the honour of Your glory,
[?] m
[?] by Your will,
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and all is sent at the ordaining of Your voice.
You bring darkness at its time,
and You cause the light to shine at its time;
You created them to rule night and day, each in turn,
and to be manifest, each in turn, in an instant to the whole world, 
in their ordinance, and it will not be destroyed.
O Lord, the righteous with the sinners.
Far be it from You O Lord to carry out this judgement 
and destroy the righteous with the sinners.
Far be it from You O Lord to carry out this judgement,
Who judges the whole world; 
do not carry out this judgement.
For You are merciful and compassionate,
slow to anger and abundant in compassion, and righteous.
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You Lord are my God,
I will praise You and I will proclaim Your exalted name,
For You performed wonders, a trustworthy work, planned from of old,
For You established the cities of earth, and caused strong cities to fall, 
a foundation of sinners, their cities will never be erected.
On account of this the nation of the needy will bless and praise You, 
and the cities of the oppressed people will bless You.
For You are a God who helps all the cities of the humble.
You protected, Adonay, those who grieve in their misery, from evil people. 
And You rescued, Adonay, You protected the destitute, 
and the soul of the oppressed,
as those in despair who came from the strongholds of sinners,
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and You delivered us.
10.3
Of Isaiah the prophet.
I put my trust in You, O Lord, great eternal God,
Who humbled and brought low those who dwelt in the world,
and You built strong cities and cast them down to the earth,
and (?) trampled down / protected the cities of the humble and lowly.
And may there be a straight road for the righteous, 
and You make level a road for the upright.
For the way of the Lord is straight,
and we put our trust in His holy name;
and we remembered that which our soul desires.
Section 11
l i . l
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel; and now,
O Lord, God, truly blessed be the Lord God of Israel,
God of all spirit, O Lord, and of all that is of flesh.
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May Your might be exalted, O Lord, according to Your word, aman. 
And Your name, O Lord God, is merciful,
slow to anger and abundant in mercy and righteous;
Who keeps justice and performs His mercy,
His compassion and His long-suffering, 
for thousands until ten thousand generations;
Who removes iniquity and transgression and sin;
He purifies those who have sinned against Him.
Who recompenses the sin of the father upon the children’s children, 
until the third and fourth generation.
Forgive this Your people their sin and transgression,
in accordance with Your abundant mercy, and be merciful;
Cool Your anger against us, Father, Father.
And Moses entreated before his God, and said:
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Why, O Lord, are You angry against Your people Israel, 
whom You brought out from the land of Egypt 
with great might and with an upraised arm?
Lest Egypt maliciously say of You,
He took them out in order to kill them in the mountains 
and to destroy them thus in the earth?
And now, O Lord God, cool Your anger against us.
You Who were angry at their evil,
And be merciful to Your people Israel.
11.2
O Lord, remember our fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Your servants over Israel,
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to whom You swore by Yourself,
by the covenant of the voice of Your glory, and said to them:
I will make your seed as abundant 
as the stars of the sky and as the sand of the seashore; 
and all this I will give to your seed and they will possess it for ever. 
And God pardoned the wrongdoing,
and God removed the chastisement of His anger.
May that which He said be done on Your people,
And bless according as You spoke;
Great is Your name, merciful is Your name for ever.
11.3
Blessed be the Lord our God, the God of Israel,
Our Father from the beginning and for ever;
Yours, O Lord, great and powerful, the greatness and the might, 
the greatness and the victory, the greatness and the glory;
For You, O Lord, rule over all that is in heaven and on the earth;
4464 c hmMUbC
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all of them tremble and are perturbed at Your awesome presence.
For with You are wealth and honour,
and all dignity, might and strength;
and in Your hands, O Lord, Master of all the world.
God of all creation, increase and establish it exceedingly in all. 
And now, O Lord God, together we bow down to You,
and we praise Your mighty name.
What is like Your people Israel?
For as much as we perished and cried out,
bring us near to You.
For we are wanderers on the earth,
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and [?] before You;
and we journey like our fathers,
and our days are as a passing shadow on the earth,
for nothing endures and remains for ever.
O Lord our God, in accordance with this, 
it is greatly fitting for us 
to give praise to Your name, aman.
11.4
Holy holy holy Lord of S'aba'ot, our God, 
and from Your hand,
and from this we have known and recognised and understood,
For You, O Lord, examine the heart and kidneys, 
and You, Lord, desire righteousness and charity.
The offering to the Lord is a humble spirit;
a lowly heart He will not despise.
Lord, be gracious in Your goodwill to Zion,
and may the walls of Jerusalem be built;
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when You will accept favourably a righteous offering, 
a gift, and our sacrifice, 
then bullocks will go up within Your sacrificial place.
11.5
O eternal Lord, God of our fathers,
God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob;
O Lord, God of Moses and Aaron,
Keep these for them within their hearts.
Make right our hearts that are towards You.
As for Him, He is merciful, and will remove all their sins; 
and He will abundantly turn away His anger, 
and He will not bum [them] in His wrath.
Adonay, in heaven above and in the earth below, 
there is no other God besides You.
And do not dismiss the book from your mouth; 
read in it day and night, 
for you will make right your way,
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and in it those who seek the word of the Lord 
will become wise and will understand.
11.6
And now, you people of the Lord,
arise and stand and bless the Lord our God for ever and ever;
and bless His glorious name, and magnify Him with all blessing;
Glory to the Lord our God,
Whom all creation praises and blesses and exalts and proclaims.
The holy insubstantial angels praise Him,
on His right and on His left, and before Him and behind Him, 
trembling in awe of His glorious voice, 
and bowing down to His magnificent glory.
As they praise Him, praised be the name of Adonay.
And now, you people of the Lord,
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arise and stand and bless the Lord our God.
And the Lord our God is coming
with all His holy ones who are with Him;
11.7
And on that day there will be no light,
and there will be no day or night.
And on that day, towards evening,
there will shine a light that will not be extinguished;
And on that day living water will come out from Jerusalem, 
half of it towards the sea in front, 
and half of it towards the sea behind.
And so it will be in the winter and in the summer.
And Adonay will reign in all the earth,
On that day our Lord will be one and His name one alone.
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W m .: M : «WJ: W f t :  C3: 9°9°/hCf,L: M :  W bA : oo<MX: AUldi: M : 0X07:
4628 D reverses order:
i'AKao: oaXrh<L: AXA^*: HAA^ d: bmOrOAbC: A-*: Oiltb^: h n ? :
4629 D omits A-fUi* -» frftL*: TrtrOfMbC
D aosh/.):
D no name
D omits
D omits
D HAiA'flf
4630
4631
4632
4633
4634
4635 D omits ?P7tLMMbC: aoghdt
4636 D A ^ rM  
D omits 
DtlJfVi 
D AJuV
4640 D omits
4641 D omits ootht X'TtLMMbC: <7ivfu'Y.
4637
4638
4639
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Behold, He has given us commandments of life and the books of the Orit; 
and Moses and Aaron received them,
and our fathers Abba S'abra and S'agga Amlak and S'afara.
They were righteous,
and may their prayers and blessings be with His beloved one.
Section 12
In the peace of the Lord, the Book of Supplications is completed.
Praise be to God Who caused me to complete it in peace.
12.2
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel;
O Lord God, have mercy on me, Your servant Abba Ta'amno, 
a sinful man, destitute and a wrongdoer, I have no good deeds, 
have mercy on me, O Lord God, have mercy on me, 
on account of Your wondrous mercy towards sinners.
As for the righteous, for the sake of their righteousness,
who have not transgressed against You;
invoke Your mercy towards the sinners.
Merciful God, have mercy on me;
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D adds (DKi: *> tfn-Ml 
D %Vdb 
DXA.G 
D
D omits 
D*A3>
D £fUi 
D omits 
D mX¥
D omits
D omits; adds A'HlfTll 
D omits A.+: 1WV- 
D (D'hjJZp
D omits M'i' —> AJl^ A- 
D }\t\0T>
D H£rn,£A 
Dh*i: HJ&'nn
D omits
D O m : oD<Pt>A 
D reverses order: hAP: 'JJV/h 
D adds A-J'flrrh
0  Lord God, have mercy on me, Your servant, the son of [?]
1 hope for Your abundant mercy.
None can count the sand of the sea,
so does Your mercy abound.
O Lord God, merciful and longsuffering is Your name,
slow to anger and abundant in mercy and righteous [are] You. 
Have mercy on me, O Lord God;
do not be mindful of all my wrongdoing and my sin.
You know all,
that there is no tree which does not go up in smoke, 
and there is no man who does not transgress.
Did not the angels go astray before You?
There is none pure besides You.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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